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Gene knockout of Anopheles Gambiae FREPI gene
via CRISPR/CAS-9
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ABSTRACT
The study entirely focuses on the Gene knockout of Anopheles Gambiae FREPI gene via
CRISPR/CAS-9 and how it can effectively decrease malaria. The Plasmodium parasite, also known
to be responsible for the spread of malaria infection depends on numerous factors (agonists) in its
expedition via mosquito vector. The agonists represent potent transmission targets, which are
blocked either by interfering with them or inhibiting them. The current development of Anopheles
mosquito genomes based on CRISPR/Cas9 editing instruments new and auspicious opportunities
for the study, functions of agonist, and the emerging malaria regulator strategies via gene deletion
to attain a complete agonist inactivation. The study has established a CRISPR/Cas9 (modified)
malaria vector, Anopheles gambiae gene editing procedure and conducted a survey of the impacts
of fibrinogen-related protein 1 (FREP 1) gene inactivation on the mosquito’s susceptibility to
mosquito fitness and to plasmodium. FREP 1 mutants knockout grew to an adult mosquito that
indicated a significant infection suppression both on rodents and human beings.
Key Terms: Agonists, CRISPR/CAS9. FREP 1, Anopheles Gambiae, Mosquito Vector

INTRODUCTION
1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Most parts of Sub-Saharan Africa are affected by malaria infection which is often transmitted
by the Anopheles gambiae categorized as a complex species, which comprise seven species that
cannot be distinguished morphologically. Much efforts and resources have been invested
attempting to understand the biological process through which the infections by the malarialtransmitting insect can be diluted to halt the full spread of malaria. Besides, it is through the trial
and error that researchers came up with a technology referred to as CRISPR/CAS-9, believed to have
the ability to reduce malarial infections instigated by the anopheles gambiae (Gantz et al., 2015).
Therefore, the study has conducted an in-depth analysis of the technology to find out how it works
and how it can be essential in reducing malaria infections.

1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1.

To investigate the scope of malaria infection by Anopheles Gambiae FREPI across the world.
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2.

To investigate how the CRISPR/Cas9 technology works to reduce the Anopheles Gambiae
FREPI infection.

3.

To study how CRISPR/CAS-9 effectively reduce malaria infection.

1.3 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The study focuses on analyzing and expounding on the various arguments raised by
numerous researchers concerning the spread of malaria especially in Sub-Sahara countries as well
as how the concept of CRISPR/Cas9 can be adopted to prevent the transmission of malaria via
anopheles gambiae. Also, the study illustrates how the concept of CRISPR/Cas9 technology works
and how useful it is in reducing the spread of malaria from one person to another. Hence, the study
has significantly provided people, especially the medical practitioners with a clue on how they can
prevent the transmission of malaria from an infected person to an uninfected person
1.4 Research Questions
a.

What is the principle effect of the gene of anopheles gambiae FREPI?

b.

How does CRISPR/Cas9 technology work to knockout the gene of Anopheles gambiae
FREPI?

c.

How useful is the CRISPR/Case9 technology towards the reduction of malaria
infection?

1.5 HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY
There are two common generic types of Anopheles gambiae, that is, A. gambiae A and A.
gambiae M. The two types feed individually on humans hence they are the most effective malariacausing vectors. Besides, they transmit approximately 200 million annually across the world with
Sub-Sahara Africa being the most infected. However, the introduction of the CRISPR/Cas9 has
significantly helped in diluting the strength of the malaria infection obtained from Anopheles
gambiae FREPI, Consequently, decreasing the rate of the malaria infection transmission by
approximately sixty five percent hence qualifying the technology to be very useful in the mitigation
of malaria.

LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Benham & Health (2018), anopheles mosquitoes are the primary vectors
causing malaria. For the past years, human deaths arising from malaria infections have reduced by
about 50% majorly as a result of the use of insecticide targeting mosquito vectors (Crompton, et al.,
2014). However, as postulated by Dong and other writers (2018), the emergence of the behavioral
and physiological resistance of the Anopheles population towards the insecticides have threatened
the use towards malaria control. The need to maintain the progress of reducing malaria through the
control of Anopheles demanded the development of new strategies for vector control which were
merged with traditionally-made chemicals. Therefore, and as argued by Gantz, Jasinskiene,
Tatarenkova, Fazekas, Macias, Bier, & James (2015), the establishment of new ideas in the fight
against the spread of malaria infection by Anopheles gambiae is reliant on the improved
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understanding of numerous biological processes of mosquitoes such as blood feeding, gustation,
gametogenesis, immunity, metabolism, and olfaction.
Arguments posted by writers Ghorbal, Gorman, Macpherson, Martins, Scherf, & Lopez-Rubio
(2014) illustrates that in 2002, Anopheles gambiae was tagged as the second arthropod having a
sequenced genome. However, the most recent study finding illustrates that other 16 anophelines
contain similar sequenced genomes (Hammond et al., 2016). Despite its significant genomic
resources, the process of dissecting the malarial mosquito’s cellular and molecular biology is still
very slow since there are difficulties in conducting “reverse genetic technique”, which is a routine
in all model organisms. Currently, most of the Anopheles genes’ functions are not known, imminent
of the development of numerous strategies for novel vector control that are dependent on the
knowledge of how specific genes contribute to mosquito’s biology (My NCBI - Recent Activity,
2018). Previously, the Anopheles genome editing was reliant on either transgenes based on
transposon without control of the specific point for the occurrence for an insertion. Besides, the
process was highly expensive and inefficient technologies for individual genome editing including
“zinc finger nucleuses” or “transcription activator-like-effector nucleuses” (Niu et al., 2015).

2.1 HOW THE CRISPR/CAS9 TECHNOLOGY WORKS
Regarding how the CRISPR/Cas9 technology works, an illustration provided by Richter,
Chang, & Fineran (2012) argues that the sequences of CRISPR “spacer” are transliterated into
shorter sequences of RNA known as “crRNAs” that can effectively guide the system in matching DNA
sequence. It elaborates how the DNA of target is established i.e. Cas9 which is one of the CRISPR
system-enzymes, produce binds with the DNA, and cuts it and then shuts off the gene targeted. The
use of modified-Cas9 version allows researchers to activate the expression of genes rather than DNA
cutting, which enable researchers to conduct studies on the various functions of the genes.
According to authors Van Der Oost, Westra, Jackson, & Wiedenheft (2014), CRISPR system is reliant
Cas9 protein. The protein’s endonuclease comprise four component systems which include two
molecules of RNA referred to as CRISPR RNNA (crRNA) and tracrRNA (trans-activating CRISPR
RNA). The Cas9 endonuclease is re-engineered into a two-component system that is more
manageable by concentrating on the two molecules of RNA that were converted to a single-guide
RNA (Van-Der-Oost et al., 2014). The single RNA combined with Cas9 could cut the targeted DNA
specified by the guide RNA. Therefore, the system of artificial Cas9 could be automated to target all
the sequence of DNA for cleavage through the manipulation of the guide RNA nucleotide sequence
(Senís et al., 2014).
The use of CRISPR/Cas9 technology in genome editing has been analyzed to be successful in
numerous organisms (Doudna & Charpentier, 2014). Another study conducted by Hilton et al.
(2015) illustrates that the use of the CRISPR/Cas9 technique enables researchers to modulate or
edit DNA sequences directly thereby creating a platform to conduct studies on the numerous genes’
functions. Illustrations provide by authors Naito, Hino, Bono, & Ui-Tei (2014) posits that when the
technique is applied to site-directed mutagenesis, the Cas9 protein alongside some little amount of
sgRNA (gRNA) complicated muddle to the sequence targeted. This consequently causes a doublestrand break repairable through NHEJ (nonhomologous end joining) or via MMEJ (microhomologymediated end joining) contributing to mismatch and indels that are comparative to the wild-type
sequence (Ceasar et al., 2016). On the contrary, should the target be on exons, the mutagenesis will
always result in immature stop codons which alters the protein functions (Niu, Zhang, & Chen,
2014).
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2.2 HOW CRISPR/CAS-9 EFFECTIVELY REDUCE MALARIA INFECTION
According to Granahan and Loughran (2014) Plasmodium parasite known for malaria
infection is reliant on some agonists in its journey via mosquito vector and the agonists signify
portent targets for blocking the transmission by either interfering or inhabiting them. The
development of CRISPR/Cas9 known as a genome-editing instrument for the Anopheles mosquitoes
has hence contributed significantly towards the control of malaria infection (Bakhrebah et al.,
2016). The illustrations provided by Collins, Hale, & Xu (2017) in their study hypothesizes that
Plasmodium, must complete a complex cycle of infection in the Anopheles gambiae vector to reach
the salivary glands upon which it gets transmitted to the body which ultimately become the host.
The development of the parasite in the mosquito is dependent on several factors dictated by the
host, commonly referred to as “agonists”supres alongside their inhibition which can potentially
suppress the spread of the infection thus enhancing the transmission of malaria (Muema et al.,
2017). However, CRISPR/Cas9 Anopheles mosquito editing instrument has provided new and
reliable opportunities for the inactivation of Plasmodium agonists. This is done toenhanced
understanding of their roles and for preventing the transmission process of malaria (Mahmoudiansani et al. 2018). However, modified CRISPR/Cas9 technique has been broadly used in genome
editing for malaria vector identified as A. gambiae mosquitoes. Thus, the technique has been used
extensively to inactivate FREP 1 (fibrinogen-relate protein 1), and the implications of the
manipulation have been observed both in rodent and in human malaria parasites (Koch & Baum,
2016).
To generate FREPI based on CRISPR/Cas9 knockout, A. gambiae mosquito, a modified
CRISPR/Cas9 was developed. The modified CRISPR/Cas9 is a gene editing method centered on a
guide RNA (gRNA) which expresses its transgenic line with a line expressing Cas9 under control of
“germline-specificVasa2 promoter.” The Anopheles mosquito transporting the desired knockout
mutation was secluded in the progeny (Roberts et al., 2017). The resultant FREP 1 mutant mosquito
knockout indicated a significant reduction based on their permissiveness to P. falciparum as well as
P. berghei infections (Crompton et al., 2014). In efforts to review how CRISPR/Cas9 effectively
reduces malaria, studies done by Benham & Health (2018) illustrates that CRISPR/CAS-9 technique
has developed a vaccine that targets the FREP1 protein. The immunization process involved in
CRISPR/Cas9 technology inactivates the FREP1 hence reduces mosquito infection with Plasmodium
parasite for both rodents and humans (Bakhrebah et al., 2016). Therefore, the infection suppression
supports the CRISPR/CAS-9 technology potential in changing the wild mosquito’s genomes
population to halt malaria transmission which kills hundreds of thousands of people every year
across the globe (Dong et al., 2018) Nevertheless, FREP 1 permanent inactivation in every stage of
mosquito and tissue also results to mosquito’s fitness such as reduced ability in blood feeding, low
fertility, low rate off egg hatch, and a low development rate. Hence, the implication is that the
permanent inactivated FREP1 will not be able to transmit malaria anymore thus lowering malaria
infection.
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METHODOLOGY
3.1 STUDY DESIGN
The study incorporated the use of experimental research design for the accomplishment of
the study objectives. Experimental designs in research stand out to be the primary approach
applicable in investigating casual relationships including cause and effects and it entails the study
of existing relationships between a single variable and another. The study is quantitative in nature,
and hence it provides an extensive-elaborate data based on the existing relationship between
Anopheles gambiae, and CRISPS/Cas9 technology works to reduce the prevalent of malaria
infection. Experimental research design provides an in-depth illustration on how Anopheles
gambiae genome infection is knocked out by CRISPR/Cas9 technology. Hence, the adoption of the
study design will be essential in answering the study questions.

3.2 SAMPLING
For the accomplishment of the study objectives, four mosquito colonies were considered.
They included A. coluzzii wild-type strain NGS, A. albimanus wild-type strain STECLA (MRA – 126),
A. gambiae white-eyed mutant strain M2 (MRA-105), and A. funestus wild-type strain FUMOZ
(MRA-127). Strains containing concurrent numbers were gathered from Malaria Research and
Reference Reagent Center (Gantz et al. 2015). The mosquitoes were then locked up in insectaries
under a stable and standard condition. gRNAs were then designed by analyzing the antisense and
the sense axon two strands of the white gene for the availability of motifs’ next protospacers with
NGG sequence through the use of CRISPR Design and ZIFIT. sgRNAs’ double-stranded templates of
DNA were produced by executing PCR free of a template with a Q5 high-fidelity DNA polymerase
known as “NEB” which represents that the forward primer of every Grna as well as universal –
sgRNAR. The PCR conditioned entailed an initial 98° denaturation step of 30 seconds which was
then trailed by several cycles at different time intervals and finally concluded by a 2-minute 72°
extension. Purification was then done on the PCR products via magnetic beads through standard
protocols (Ghorbal et al., 2014). Identification of the distinct mosquito species from the three
potential off-target sgRNA sites based local sgRNACas9 set and the analyzed by T7 endonuclease
essay respectively. Cas9 protein generated from Streptococcus pyogenes were bought from PNA Bio
and diluted with 20% glycerol ad the kept in aliquots at −80° (Collins, Hale, & Xu, 2017).
Pupae from all sexes were given the opportunity to enclose to a single (L24.5 × W24.5 ×
H24.5 cm) crate. After a five-day mating, females were provided with a blood meal via the use of a
blood feeding system known as Hemotek. Approximately sixty hours was set for the process of
oogenesis, thereafter, ovicup packed with ddH20, creased with filter paper were presented into
cages and females freed to oviposit in the dark. After approximately fifteen minutes the ovicup was
detached, and the aunmelanized eggs were moved to a glass slide and quickly aligned gains a filter
paper (wet). On the mutation screens, GO, and G1 white eye phenotype mosquitoes were analyzed
and photographed under a LeicaM165FC stereomicroscope. To characterize CRISPR /Cas9-induced
mutations molecularly, extraction of genomic DNA was done on one mosquito alongside DNeasy
blood it being amplified by PCR. However, to distinguish mutation added during NHEJ or MMEJ, the
products of PCR comprising sgRNA target were amplified and purified (Hammond et al., 2016).
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3.3 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS METHOD
An observation research method, a method viewed to be systematic was used in this study
for the purposes of data collection. The study used all the senses in their efforts to examine distinct
types of mosquitoes and how the Anopheles gambiae transmit malaria infection (Collins, Hale, & Xu,
2017). Observation method was necessary since the technique enabled researchers to conduct a
cross analysis on how CRISPR/Cas9 technology works to halt the spreading of malaria across the
Sub-Sahara Africa. Similarly, through observation, the research was able to identify various
components of RNAs strand and to conduct extensive analysis on how the RNA complements with
CRISPR/Cas9 to effectively fight against the prevalence of malaria (Hammond et al., 2016). The
data collected were the analyzed quantitatively, a statistical and mathematical method of reviewing
behavior and outcome prediction used by investors and management.

RESULTS & FINDINGS
4.1 STUDY FINDINGS
Rapid and easy detection of the success and the efficacy of CRISPR/Cas9 requires the study
to focus on a gene in which a single allele knockout results in a visible phenotype. However, there is
no previous study recorded based on the Anopheles’ dominant visible mutation thus prompting the
study to focus primarily on the white gene that codes a protein significant for the transport of eye
pigment. The white gene knockout contributes to a change from wild-type red eye to unpigmented
eye color which is a pure phenotype (Koch & Baum, 2016). Even though white allele is regressive
in nature, its location is found within the X chromosomes hence hemizygous in the anophelines of
the male. This means that successful knockout of a single allele in males contributes to white –eye
phenotype. The efficiency of mutagenesis is the concentration and is also dependent on sgRNA. In a
further illustration on this, it is deduced that A. Colluzzii falls in the category of A. gambiae complex
which consists of numerous primary vectors causing malaria in Africa. Determination of the efficacy
of CRISPR/Cas9 mutagenesis in the complex species demanded a designation of two sgRNAs that
targets exon 2 of white protein gene. When AcsgRNA1 was used at first to examine how distinct
sgRNA and Cas9 protein concentration influence the rate of mutagenesis, it was established that
both mutagenesis rate, as well as embryo survival, were dependent on the concentration of Cas9
protein and sgRNA. More than 50% of embryo endured water-only controlled injection.
The rates for the survival of embryos subjected to the lowest sgRNA and Cas9 injection
decreased in relation to control. Thus, the rate of survival of embryo is inversely proportional to the
concentration of sgRNA and Cas9. Conversely, the mutagenesis rate was positively interrelated to
the sgRNA and Cas9 concentration. 46% percent of male Anopheles gambiae injected lower
concentration indicated had white eyes while the highest concentration of injection in males
(100%) had mosaic eyes. Significantly, at higher concentration of injection, a higher percentage of
female Anopheles also indicated mosaic eyes. The resistivity of the white genes illustrates that
female mosaic production is a demonstration of the ability of CRISPS/Cas9 system to
metamorphose both diploid Anopheles genes copies. Evidently, the study observed G0- injected
males and females have entirely white eyes, thus illustrating that higher percentage of the eye-cells
were mutated. Based on the above findings, the study demonstrates that the sequence of sgRNA has
got vast implications for the mutagenesis efficiency (Benham & Health, 2018).
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4.1.1 Table 1
Impacts of the concentration of Cas9 and sgRNA on Mutagenesis A. coluzzii survival

AcsgRNA 1

Cas9

Number Injected

Survivors

M
No injection

F

Mosaic (%)

Total (%)

M (%)

F (%)

No injection

300

137 118

255 (85)

0

0

Water

217

69

52

121 (56)

0

0

100 (ng/µl)

185

31

38

69 (37)

32 (46)

0

60

200

251

48

33

81 (32)

48 (59)

0

120

300

219

31

16

47 (21)

29 (94)

12 (75)

240

400

177

22

11

33 (19)

20 (91)

9 (82)

480
500
M, male; F, female

228

12

12

24 (11)

12 (100) 10 (83)

Water
30 (ng/µl)

The bulk cross of mosaic GO females and GO male performed to determine whether mosaiceyed female mosquitoes had the ability to pass on mutation established that 83% (86% male and
81% female) of the G1 progeny from mosquitoes injected by AsgRNA2 thoroughly had white eyes
thus indicating that CRISPR/Cas9 induced mutations are highly stable biallelic mutation, good G0
survival, and high transmission of germline combination enables quick knockout A. coluzzii lines
creation through the use of CRISPR/Cas9. In order to affirm that phenotypic mosaic eye was
characterized by the white gene loss of function, the study conducted a T7EI assay that cuts if
CRISPSR’s NHEJ or MMEJ introduced double strands break inducing an SNP similar to the wild-type
allele. At this point, there is no significant digestion that will take place in mosquitoes having two
wild-type alleles.
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4.2 DISCUSSION
The CRISPR/Cas9 technology provides the opportunity of detailed, efficient, and costeffective non-model organism mutagenesis (Crompton et al., 2014). Although substantial resources
have been established for malaria mosquitoes, still there is no effective tool that can do reverse
genetics on the existence of the species hence leading to a slow rate of development of vector control
measures based on genetics. CRISPR/Cas9 technology studies on the mosquitoes distantly related
have analyzed the mutagenesis rate of G0 of between 4 and 45% trailed by high variability among
operators of injection alongside different sgRNAS. Although there are no systematic studies
conducted on CRISPR/Cas9 rate of mutagenosis on any Anopheles mosquito, few groups of
individuals thriving to develop a technology-based o gene drive have lately reported mutagenosis
rates when direct integration of gRNAs and Cas9 were done into the two Anopheles species’ genome
(Niu et al., 2015).
There are significantly high rates of mutagenesis and survival in three distinct Anopheles
species injected with sgRNA and Cas9 targeting the white gene. The description provided from the
study results depict that CRISPR/Cas9 technology can also be capable in situations where the
technique of genome editing proved to be too ineffective for practical use (Ghorbal et al., 2016).
Furthermore, based on the fact that high Cas9 and sgRNA concentration leads to biallelic mutations,
generation of stable mutant lines can be done rapidly even without the presence of visible maker.
For the generation of such lines, the following procedure can be applicable. First, inject Cas9 and
sgRNA into different sex eggs, secondly, cross survivors enmasse of G0, and thirdly, conduct a
solation of G0 females into a separate group. The fourth stage involves screening five G1 larvae
extracted from each group for mutation. The fifth step entails conducting full mating of siblings for
families where every single G1 larvae are mutant whereas the six step involves confirmation of the
stable mutant line generation via G2-mosquito sequencing (Richter, Chang, & Fineran, 2012). The
capability to rapidly and persistently establish steady knockout lines dramatically hastens
mechanistic studies into essential molecular and cellular pathway in mosquito-causing malaria.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
CRISPR/CAS-9 technology has proved to be a customizable and useful alternative genome
tool. The technology can cut DNA strands and does not demand to be matched with discrete cleaving
enzymes thus forming the reason and the significance of its adoption (Crompton et al., 2014).
Therefore, the application of this technology will be useful in malaria mitigation by suppressing the
activities of the FREPI enzyme that activates the Plasmodium parasite known for malaria
transmission. The study noted that the sgRNA/Cas9 complex cleavage efficiency is target sitereliant. As a result of the limited sgRNAs number tested, the study could not confirm if its
observations could be lengthened into Anopheles (Gantz et al., 2015). However, the entire failure of
AsagRNA2 to trigger knockout is mainly due to reduced sgRNA/Cas9 complex thermodynamic
stability. Following an in-depth demonstration of the CRISPR/Cas9 utility system for the Anopheles’
site-specific mutagenesis, the study recommends that the demonstration should be followed by a
next step which should revolve around the precise determination of the efficiency of the system for
the integration of various sizes of constructs to anophelines genome through HDR. The capability
to carry out effective deletion and addition of well-known sequences at particular genomic points
will significantly hasten progress towards the methods of genetics including gene drive necessary
for the regulating malaria vectors.
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Vehicle Traffic Simulation using 2D Cellular Automata
in Mathematica
Sung Joo Jang
Seoul International School

ABSTRACT
Traffic congestion is evident and inevitable in urban cities and areas. The purpose of this
study is to investigate modeling two-lane traffic as a means to finding a solution for the continuous
increase of congestion worldwide. Cellular automata was used to code and model two lane traffic,
and Wolfram Mathematica was used to run the code and produce simulations of the model. Both
convergent and divergent solutions of cellular automata were emulated in two separate versions of
the code, which successfully yielded models of two lane traffic. The convergent solution, based off
the research of Rawat, K., Katiyar, V. K., & Gupta, P. and Nagel, K. Wolf, D. Wagner, P. Simon, P., was
able to generate models where vehicle movement is predictable and patterns are observed
throughout the trial runs. However, the divergent solution was unsuccessful due to the
modifications to the initial version of the code producing framework that limited vehicle movement.
While cellular automata was an effective means of producing traffic models of vehicle movement
defined by rules, the original convergent models proved to be more of more interest than the
altered, divergent models. However, learning how to model using CA and learning about traffic
pattern analysis proved worth the effort.

INTRODUCTION
In Seoul, traffic issues are a major transportation problem, and the number of cars is
consistently increasing every year. In 2017, there were approximately 3 million registered cars in
Seoul, according to the Seoul Metropolitan Government. According to CNN Money, other cities that
experience extreme traffic congestion are: Bangkok, Mexico City, Moscow, Beijing, and etc. With
continuous increase in population, there will be a demand for increase in capacity for mobility, as
more and more people will have to be transported within the city. However, there is a limit to how
many more roads can be built and provided, and it can be costly to add additional lanes or widen
roads to improve traffic capacity. It is important to determine a solution that would be most efficient
and effective to relieve traffic congestion.
Traffic can be caused by multiple circumstances: slow moving cars, stopping cars on the
roads, accidents, weather conditions, traffic lights, driving modes, infrastructure etc. The
requirement for systems capable of predicting the behavior of vehicular traffic on the roads
realistically and accurately is imperative, which emphasizes the importance of the research.
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Traffic models made so far can be classified into four types, microscopic models that attempt
to explain the behavior of individual vehicles and drivers; sub-microscopic models that unlike
previous models, add greater specificity, particularly cars; mesoscopic models try to explain
behavior in groups of cars, classified according to their speed; and finally macroscopic models
studying the behavior of cars on a large scale because they assume that driver behavior depends on
traffic conditions [6,7,8].
Common factors used in traffic modeling research are measuring the factors that affect
congestion itself. There are micro-level factors and macro-level factors [4]. Examples of micro-level
factors would be too many cars on the road, while macro-level factors would be car-ownership
trends or land-ownership. Common congestion indicators are Travel Time Index (ratio of peak to
off-peak speeds), and Congested Duration (duration of “rush hour”), but these units aren’t multimodal; in other words, they fail to measure how several different activities and occurrences affect
congestion. On the other hand, cellular automata can predict vehicle behavior and how vehicles
interact on roads. Since several different rules can be applied to the simulation and trends can be
recorded at the same time, it is a more efficient and accurate method than common congestion
indicators.
From the rules of local transition of the CA it is not possible to conclude anything about the
global dynamics, which is the goal of the dynamic study of CA: to observe the total system behavior
that is defined by the status of all nodes in the CA. All these states are referred to as system
configuration, the dynamics can change the CA, throwing new configurations.
To begin with, a cellular automaton is a collection of cells on a grid of specified dimension
that evolves through specified steps according to a set of rules based on the states of neighboring
cells. The neighborhood of the cell is the parameters where the rules apply to the cells. The simplest
type of cellular automaton is a one-dimensional, binary automaton. Stephen Wolfram introduced
Elementary Cellular Automaton, in which each cell has two possible states of 0 or 1. Possible
evolution of a cell is therefore determined by three values: the cell to its left, the cell to its right, and
the cell itself. With two possible states for each cell, there are 8 possible states for the cells, and 256
elementary cellular automata. Each 256 case is defined as one rule. Each time a cell evolves, the next
stage of the cell is called a generation. The initial state is generation 0 and in the first row, generation
1 is in the second row, and so on. Here, n generations of elementary cellular automaton rule r can
be implemented through CellularAutomaton[r,{{1}, 0}, n] in Wolfram programming language.
Transition rules of a one-dimensional binary CA indicate the next state of a node,
given a configuration, for the case of using a radio neighborhood r = 1, only eight rules are required
because it is working with a binary alphabet 1 / 0 and the neighborhood is composed of three nodes:
the central one and the neighboring ones.
An example of transition rules for a one-dimensional binary CA is shown in Table 1. In this
example the neighborhood is represented as a binary array of dimension 3, wherein each binary
value represents the status of each node that is the neighborhood and the next state representing
the next state of the central node to a subsequent discrete time. These rules are applied
synchronously on all nodes.
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Neighborhood

State
Following

000

0

001

0

010

0

011

1

100

1

101

1

110

0

111

1

Table 1. Transition rules of a binary one-dimensional CA

The state of the central cell depends on the states of the neighboring cells, the binary states
representing the absence or presence of a vehicle, in particular the state 0 represents the absence
of a vehicle.
As noted, a function or transition rule takes discrete values on a finite set (in the case of a
binary CA set is {0,1}), this restricts the states of the cells to a small set. Differences could occur in
dynamic systems of partial differential equations. This implies that the dynamic CA is accurate
because there are no approximation errors, so that the dynamics can be reproduced on any
computer.
Furthermore, as these CA may not have an infinite length, the length thereof is limited by
applying particular rules on the edges (conditions edges), which may be fixed or periodic. In the
case of conditions with fixed edges, nodes which are at the ends are left in a fixed state. In the case
of conditions of regular edges, ends PLC bind, generating a sort of ring where the case of zero node
will neighbor node 1 and the node n CA dimension being n.
When CA implements the computationally usually dynamics is evaluated leaving out node 0
and node n. The value of n must be large enough to disregard the edge effects.

VEHICULAR TRAFFIC PATTERNS WITH CELLULAR AUTOMATA
The first basic model vehicular CA is based on a binary one-dimensional CA radius r = 1
neighborhood, local transition rules were the same as shown in Table 1. This model simulates a flow
of vehicles left to right in a path of a lane represented by the cell space of a dimension (1D). The
introduced cellular automata movement stream is comprised of various vehicles focusing on a cross
section with an arbitrary beginning position, where every vehicle might be one of two sorts: those
that exclusively move downwards (appearing as blue in this model), and those that exclusively
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move towards the right (appearing as green in this model). The two kinds of vehicles alternate turns
to move. Amid each turn, every one of the vehicles for the comparison progresses by one stage if
they are not obstructed by another vehicle.
Dynamic conditions require that the state of the central cell depends on the states of the
(anterior and posterior) neighboring cells, the binary states representing the absence or presence
of a vehicle, in particular the state 0 represents the absence of a vehicle.
Transition rules represent conditions to establish the movement of vehicles. For example, if
a vehicle has an empty space in front, we can move. If the vehicle has another vehicle ahead of it, it
should remain in place.
These rules can be seen graphically in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Recall that a vehicle is
represented as a one (1) and the absence of vehicle as a zero (0).

Figure 1. Representation of transition rules when a vehicle travels

Figure 2. Representation of transition rules when a vehicle does not advance

The two missing states (000 and 001) do not indicate that a vehicle that can move, so the
central node remains the same. These rules are applied synchronously on all nodes, from an initial
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configuration that can be deterministic or random. This model has many shortcomings; however,
the main thing is that the vehicle speed is the same for everyone.
A variant of this model is introduced by K. Nagel and M. Schreckenberg [9], in which they
describe vehicle traffic on a road represented by a binary one-dimensional CA of length L, where
each cell represents a road segment size one (1), thereby the traffic density (µ) is expressed by the
number of vehicles (N), ie, the number of cells in the CA in the state (1); depending on L as follows:
µ=

N/

L.

Let us consider the conditions of regular edges so the number of vehicles (N) remains
constant. Each vehicle may have a variable speed value between 0 and a maximum value vmax, where
speed (v) of a vehicle corresponds to the number of cells moving in one iteration of the CA. Vehicles
move in the cells synchronously and according to a set of rules.
The model includes free vehicles, based on the assumption that drivers will always try to
increase their speed when the following vehicle separation permits. This rule is that a vehicle can
increase its speed if speed (v) is less than vmax and if the space we have with the vehicle in front of
him is greater than its speed plus one. Of this form, its velocity increases by one. As for the rules of
slowdown, a vehicle speed decreases if this is greater than the space we have with the vehicle in
front of him minus one. In this way the vehicle decreases its speed to avoid a collision.
Once the rules are applied for acceleration and deceleration, each vehicle advances as many
cells as indicated. This dynamic can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Dynamic model of Nagel and Schreckenberg

Besides the two basic rules of acceleration and deceleration of vehicles, a third rule is
intended to represent random driver behavior. This is to reduce the speed of the vehicle at random,
with a specified probability braking variable Pc. This rule adds various factors to the model that
could cause drivers to halt due to the bad state of the roads, crossing objects, recklessness of drivers,
etc.
When it is said that the speed of vehicles randomly decreases, it means that if there are 100
vehicles on the road, and the likelihood of braking is 5%, then, on average five vehicles will decrease
its speed in a sudden way. In these cases the vehicles reduce their speed dramatically and ignore
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the normal deceleration rule. This random vehicle braking rule is studied as these possible
conditions affect traffic flow.
It can be seen that each cell represents a space of 7.5 meters and that each iteration of the CA
occurs in discrete time intervals of 1 second. Thus, if 𝑣€•‚ equals 5 cells per iteration, it would
represent a simulated maximum speed of 130 km/h.
Other works show slightly more complex models, such as the model presented in [14], which
simulates two lanes in one direction, adding specific rules for vehicles changing lanes. Each lane is
simulated with a one-dimensional binary CA. In general, these models are quite simple, but can
simulate complex behavior commonly seen in reality, it is clear that the larger the amount of
implemented rules and the number of CA used, behaviors that can be obtained are much more
complex and comparable to the actual system.
The vehicular traffic model using CA can be programmed in the Mathematica
language. CellularAutomaton[rule,cond,t] produces a set demonstrating the evolution of the cellular
automaton with the given rule from starting condition cond for t steps. CellularAutomaton[rule] is
an operator variant of the CellularAutomaton function used to represent a single step of evolution.
For example, if we execute this function for 30 iterations, starting from a single 1 on an environment
of zeros, we have the next instruction:
ArrayPlot[CellularAutomaton[30,{{1},0},30]] produces the following plot, given in Figure 4.

Figure 4. CA generated using 30 iterations, starting from a single 1 on an environment of zeros

The model implemented is based on a one-dimensional CA binary, the length L of PLC left
fixed as 5000 cells. Periodic conditions were used at the edges, i.e. vehicles exit one end and enter
the other. Thus, the number of vehicles kept in the simulations stays constant.
CA cells are initialized in random states belonging to the binary alphabet according to a
density of specified vehicles µ expressed as a percentage. Each vehicle is randomly assigned a speed
in the range [0, vmax].
Transition rules CA are based on the following conditions:
1.

A vehicle can increase its speed if it has enough space in front.

2.

A vehicle must slow down if there is a vehicle in front with which it can collide.

Given a configuration of the CA, these two rules synchronously apply to all vehicles, so it’s
required to store the states of the cells of the CA and the vehicles respective speeds in memory. The
CA configuration is given by the states of the cells and their respective speeds.
An analysis tool was used to diagram vehicle position versus time, where a road segment is
represented, in particular 300 binary cells in CA. This model is a very useful representation outlined
in the flow analysis of vehicles; these diagrams can demonstrate the formation of queues of vehicles
on roads and patterns of how vehicles spread, which can affect the abrupt braking of a vehicle on
the road.
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The next code is used to simulate the two-lane traffic model for any number of iterations
using predefined rules. The following code is inspired by the research of Rawat, K., Katiyar, V. K., &
Gupta, P. and Nagel, K. Wolf, D. Wagner, P. Simon, P. [14, 15]. First, the rules for the two lanes are
defined as follows:
f=0.35;
table=RandomChoice[{1-f/2,-(f-1),1/2*f}->{0,1,2},{100,100}];
Lane1={{{_,_,_},{1,0,_},{_,_,_}}->1,
{{_,_,_},{_,1,0},{_,_,_}}->0,
{{_,_,_},{_,x_,_},{_,_,_}}:>x};
Lane2={{{_,_,_},{_,2,_},{_,0,_}}->0,
{{_,2,_},{_,0,_},{_,_,_}}->2,
{{_,_,_},{_,x_,_},{_,_,_}}:>x};

The vehicles from the first and from the second lane take turns to pass, meaning that every
stage is slightly less complex than the previous one. The following code generates 1000 iterations
of the simulation:
Lane1Step=CellularAutomaton[Lane1];
Lane2Step=CellularAutomaton[Lane2];
evolution[board_]:=Lane2Step[Lane1Step[board]]
itarations=NestList[evolution,table,1000];

Then, a diagram can be created for each iteration to graphically represent 2 lanes of
moving vehicles, given with blue and green colors, respectively.
imageFrames=MapIndexed[Column[{ArrayPlot[#,ColorRules->
{2->Blue,1->Green,0->White},
ImageSize->300],
StringTemplate["Iteration``"]@First[#2]}]&,itarations]

Diagrams for speed-density and flow-density can be used to study vehicular traffic using the
simulation model based on a binary one-dimensional CA. The flow of vehicles is represented by the
number of vehicles leaving the end of the cell space per unit time.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
•

Variables such as randomness of car distribution within two lanes were measured and
controlled.

•

Wolfram Mathematica was used as main software for running code and collecting results for
simulation trials.
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•

A systematic approach was used to simulate the two lane traffic model for 1000 iterations using
explicit rules, where it was assumed that the blue and green vehicles take turns to move.
Therefore, number 1 denotes a green vehicle and number 2 denotes the blue vehicle. Zero is for
empty space (colored white). The symbol _ in a field determines that any of the values 0,1,2 can
be present. Therefore, each possible combination of symbols was considered in order to obtain
the optimal combination. The optimal set of lane change rules is given as follows:

Lane1 = {{{_, _, _}, {1, 0, _}, {_, _, _}} ->
1, {{_, _, _}, {_, 1, 0}, {_, _, _}} ->
0, {{_, _, _}, {_, x_, _}, {_, _, _}} :> x};
Lane2 = {{{_, _, _}, {_, 2, _}, {_, 0, _}} ->
0, {{_, 2, _}, {_, 0, _}, {_, _, _}} ->
2, {{_, _, _}, {_, x_, _}, {_, _, _}} :> x};

•

Where 1 represents a green vehicle, 2 represents a blue vehicle, 0 represents empty space,
and “_” in each field determines that any values of 0,1,or 2 can be present. Each lane applies
its own rules to moving vehicles.

Figure 5. CA generated using f value of 0.2, each being iteration #100, #500, #1000

Figure 6. CA generated using f value of 0.35 each being iteration #100, #500, #1000
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Figure 7. CA generated using f value of 0.5, each being iteration #100, #500, #1000

•

It is observed that green vehicles stack horizontally while blue vehicles stack vertically
while producing a pattern that resembles two lanes running linearly and in parallel.

•

Also observed that some f values’ iterations stop being modified after a certain number of
iterations. In the case of f = 0.2, the iterations became static in some trials. When running
the code 6 times, the modifications appear as if to have stopped after certain time stamps.
The reason behind the iterations being portrayed as static can be seen as due to cell
interactions becoming cyclical. Each iteration shown in Mathematica based on 2D cellular
automata, where time is the vertical axis. If modifications were to be stacked upon one
another, it would show that the last line of of a certain time stamp is the first line of the next
consecutive time stamp.

•

After conducting trials with 6 different f values, which would initiate different states of
random distribution, the code was modified to present a more convergent product of the
cellular automaton.

•

Modified code:

Lane1 = {{{_, _, _}, {_, 1, 0}, {_, _, _}} ->
1, {{_, _, _}, {1, 0, _}, {_, _, _}} ->
0, {{_, _, _}, {_, x_, _}, {_, _, _}} :> x};
Lane2 = {{{_, 2, _}, {_, 0, _}, {_, _, _}} ->
0, {{_, _, _}, {_, 2, _}, {_, 0, _}} ->
2, {{_, _, _}, {_, x_, _}, {_, _, _}} :> x};

Figure 7. CA generated using modified code and f value of 0.2, each being iteration #100, #500, #1000
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Figure 8. CA generated using modified code and f value of 0.35, each being iteration #100, #500, #1000

Figure 9. CA generated using modified code and f value of 0.5, each being iteration #100, #500, #1000

•

During the evaluation process, all possible cellular automata rules were computed. It is
essential to note that only the above mentioned optimal solution was able to produce a
convergent evolution process.

•

In the above example of a slightly modified rules, the evolution sequence is divergent, and
the traffic stays chaotic (random), unlike the optimal set of rules. During the testing stage,
each of the changes was ineffective, as the iterations produced by the code represented
minimal change compared to the initial rules. Rather than creating a distinct pattern
present in all trials where randomness was controlled, there was little to no change to the
initial distribution of the vehicles.

CONCLUSIONS
Traffic congestion is one of the main problems of metropolitan areas all over the world. In
order to find a solution it is crucial that methods used to measure congestion are accurate and
efficient.
Cellular automata was successfully used in the research to simulate traffic since individual
vehicles could be represented as cells and interact with other vehicles based on given rules. The
rules applied produced iterations that became more organized and sorted, forming a pattern which
resembles two separate lanes running linearly and parallel to each other.
The order of the rules encode the ‘if’ statements in a natural way; if the first rule does not
match, it will proceed to the second one, and so on. The commands for building cellular automata
from these rules mentioned in the previous section are proved to be optimal during the systematic
process of altering the input symbols and testing the all possible combinations of symbols. So,
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starting from the chaotic random state, the evolution of this CA is built in order to provide the
ordered easy traffic flow in both lanes.
Changing the rules to produce convergent iterations, however, was not as successful as
hoped. There was minimal change compared to the initial set of lane change rules, and even though
individual cells shifted throughout iterations, there was no distinct pattern formed nor shape
observed.
The observations made were qualitative based on investigation of the cellular automata
simulation in action. The two dimensional visualization of the one-dimensional cellular automata
yielded patterns or structures that were developed through multiple iterations. Since the model ran
with random factors in place, in order to verify the consistency of the convergence and patterns that
were found, numerous trials were run.
Notwithstanding the straightforwardness of the model, thorough examination is
exceptionally nontrivial. In any case, there was numerical evidence with respect to the mentioned
procedure. Confirmations so far have been limited to the extremes of movement thickness. Nagel
demonstrated that for densities close to 1, the framework will have no vehicles moving limitlessly
frequently. [14] Nagel also demonstrated that the model will dependably achieve the free-streaming
stage if the quantity of vehicles is not as high as a large portion of the edge length for a square cross
section. These are the main reasons why the alterations in our systematic approach did not produce
a convergent solution.
Notable areas of improvement would be to improve the code used in the research, and create
rules that encompass more variables. Even though variables such as lane changing and random
distribution of vehicles were taken into consideration and applied to the cell environment, real life
traffic has more variations, like variability in traffic density and changes in the number of lanes.
Future research would be performed to further analyze traffic flows and optimize traffic flow
according to the new CA rules that were implemented.
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f = 0.35;
table = RandomChoice[{1 - f/2, -(f - 1), 1/2*f} -> {0, 1, 2}, {100, 100}];
Lane1
-> 0,
Lane2
-> 2,

= {{{_,
{{_, _,
= {{{_,
{{_, _,

_, _}, {1, 0, _}, {_, _, _}} -> 1, {{_, _, _}, {_, 1, 0}, {_, _, _}}
_}, {_, x_, _}, {_, _, _}} :> x};
_, _}, {_, 2, _}, {_, 0, _}} -> 0, {{_, 2, _}, {_, 0, _}, {_, _, _}}
_}, {_, x_, _}, {_, _, _}} :> x};

Lane1Step = CellularAutomaton[Lane1];
Lane2Step = CellularAutomaton[Lane2];
evolution[board_] := Lane2Step[Lane1Step[board]]
iterations = NestList[evolution, table, 1000];
imageFrames =
MapIndexed[
Column[{ArrayPlot[#,
ColorRules -> {2 -> Blue, 1 -> Green, 0 -> White},
ImageSize -> 300], StringTemplate["Iteration``"]@First[#2]}] &,
iterations]

APPENDIX B
Modified Version of Initial Code
f = 0.35;
table = RandomChoice[{1 - f/2, -(f - 1), 1/2*f} -> {0, 1, 2}, {100,100}];
Lane1
-> 0,
Lane2
-> 2,

= {{{_,
{{_, _,
= {{{_,
{{_, _,

_, _}, {_, 1, 0}, {_, _, _}} -> 1, {{_, _, _}, {1, 0, _}, {_, _, _}}
_}, {_, x_, _}, {_, _, _}} :> x};
2, _}, {_, 0, _}, {_, _, _}} -> 0, {{_, _, _}, {_, 2, _}, {_, 0, _}}
_}, {_, x_, _}, {_, _, _}} :> x};

Lane1Step = CellularAutomaton[Lane1];
Lane2Step = CellularAutomaton[Lane2];
evolution[board_] := Lane2Step[Lane1Step[board]]
iterations = NestList[evolution, table, 1000];
imageFrames =
MapIndexed[
Column[{ArrayPlot[#,
ColorRules -> {2 -> Blue, 1 -> Green, 0 -> White},
ImageSize -> 300], StringTemplate["Iteration``"]@First[#2]}] &,
iterations]
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An Overview of the McEliece Cryptosystem with
Mathematica Implementation
George Leibowitz

ABSTRACT
Data security is a rising topic that is becoming increasingly important with the integration of
various “smart” devices into our lives. The ideas of data security in the most basic and fundamental
underlying form lead me to exploring the subject of data encryption. After learning the basics of
data security through research, I was led to the McEliece Cryptosystem. Although various types of
cryptosystems exist, the McEliece Cryptosystem was one that was not as utilized as others in the
field, which was quite interesting for me, as I saw great potential in the system. Although the
patterns that come from this system are finite due to the design of the system, the number of
patterns is overwhelming. I decided to start this research project to replicate the McEliece
Cryptosystem using Mathematica so that I could alter the system's inputs and parameters and really
explore how the security was created. Through the coding process, which involved plenty of
troubleshooting and revisions, I could deeply get to understand the logic behind the system. The
McEliece Cryptosystem could also be important in the future for quantum cryptography, a field that
will expand when quantum computing has become mainstream.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses the fundamental concepts of the McEliece Cryptosystem; an
asymmetric encryption algorithm developed in 1978 by Robert McEliece and the first such scheme
to use randomization in the encryption process. The algorithm has never gained much acceptance
in the cryptographic community. As the system is immune to attacks using Shor’s algorithm and
measuring cost states using Fourier sampling, the McEliece Cryptosystem is a valid candidate.
The algorithm is based on the hardness of decoding a general linear code, which is known to
be NP hard. The original algorithm uses binary Goppa codes (subfield codes of geometric Goppa
codes of a genus-0 curve over finite fields of characteristic 2); these codes are easy to decode, thanks
to the efficient Patterson Algorithm. [3] The public key is derived from the private key by disguising
the selected code as a general linear code. For this, the code's generator matrix G is perturbed by two
randomly selected invertible matrices S and P. Variants of this cryptosystem exist, using different
types of codes. Most of them were proven less secure, as structural decoding broke them. On the
other hand, Yongge Wang proposed a secure McEliece scheme based on any efficient linear code; the
hardness of Wang's variants depend on the NP-hardness of decoding random linear code. [1]
The McEliece Cryptosystem with Goppa codes has resisted cryptanalysis until now. The most
effective attacks known use information-set decoding algorithms. A 2008 paper by Daniel J Bernstein,
Tanja Lange, and Christiane Peters describes both an attack and a fix. [2] Another paper by
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Christiane Peters shows that for quantum computing, key sizes must be increased by a factor of four
due to improvements in information set decoding. [3]
The McEliece Cryptosystem has some advantages over, for example, RSA. The encryption
and decryption are faster (for comparative benchmarks see the eBATS benchmarking project
atbench.cr.yp.to). For a long time, it was thought that McEliece could not be used to
produce signatures. However, a signature scheme can be constructed based on
the Niederreiter scheme, the dual variant of the McEliece scheme. Another advantage of the
cryptosystem was mentioned before; theoretically it seems to have no vulnerabilities to quantum
computing.
One of the main disadvantages of the McEliece Cryptosystem is that the private and public
keys are large matrices. For a standard selection of parameters, the public key is 512 kilobits long,
leading to the rare use in practice. One exceptional case that uses the McEliece Cryptosystem for
encryption is the Freenet-like application Entropy.
Cryptography is a very important subject, as the World Wide Web, consisting of millions of
interconnected computers and databases, allows nearly instantaneous communication and transfer
of information all around the world. Cryptography makes secure web sites and all types of secure
electronic transmissions possible. The contributions of cryptography allow people to conduct
business and communications without worries of deception and theft. Every day, millions of people
interact over the World Wide Web, with connections such as social media or e-commerce. The
exponential increase of information on the World Wide Web has led to an increased reliance on
cryptography.
Recently, a very large issue of privacy was raised when Apple went against the FBI’s decision
to force Apple to unlock the phone of a suspect of the San Bernardino murder case. [4] Apple denied,
responding with the statement, “All that information needs to be protected from hackers and
criminals who want to access it, steal it, and use it without our knowledge or permission.”
Undeniably, a lot of personal information has been uploaded to individual accounts all around the
world, and the importance of keeping this type of information secure has become an essential
challenge for the world today.

2. PRELIMINARIES
The original purpose of coding theory is to ensure that the transmission of information is
correct. When the messages are sent in binary, some of the bits may become “flipped” to the
opposite value (a zero to one or one to zero). Additional bits can be attached to each message so
that the receiver can detect and correct the errors that occur. The main problem in this situation is
to find efficient ways to attach additional information to messages so that the addressee can correct
as many errors as possible.
Definition 1. Let V={[b1, b2, …, bn]| |bi∈{0,1}}, where addition in V is a component-wise
addition modulo 2 (Å operation). V is called binary linear code if the next conditions hold
1.

V includes trivial sequence.

2.

For any pairs bi bj their bitwise sum biÅ bj also belongs to V.
Let’s recall that 0Å0=0; 0Å1=1; 0Å1=1; 1Å1=0 [3].
Example 1
Let’s b1=10011, b2=01010, then b1Åb2=11001.
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Remark, that this action can be performed with help of Mathematica (see [4]):
BitXor[{1,0,0,1,1},{0,1,0,1,0}]
{1,1,0,0,1}
Exercise 1
Find b4Åb3 if b3=00101; b4=10110.
Solution 1: b4Åb3=10010.
Example 2
Generate V={ b0, b1,.., b7} where b0=00000; b5=11001, b6=01111, b7=11100 and b1,.., b4 are
as in example 1 and exercise 1. Let’s check that V is binary linear code with help of Mathematica.
To do this we organize a cycle for find sum bkÅ bj for all pairs {k¹j}. (see fig.1).
The result of this code performing shows us that V is actually binary linear code (see fig.2).

Figure 1. 1st fragment of Mathematica code
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Figure 2. The result of executing the 1st fragment of Mathematica code

Exercise 2
Check, that V={b0, b1,.., b7} where b0=00000, b1=00111, b2=01010, b3=01101, b4=10010,
b5=10101, b6=11000, b7=11111 is linear binary code with help of Mathematica.
Solution 2:
To do this one can use the code generated in example 2 (see fig. 3)

Figure 3. MATHEMATICA code for solution of the exercise 2

After executing this code we see the same results as on fig.2.
Definition 2. Linear code is called [n,k] binary code if the set V in def. 1 includes n-dimensional
binary vectors and the number of these vectors is equal to 2k.
Definition 3. The weight of a vector is the number of ones it contains.
For example, the weight of 1101001 is equal to 4.
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Definition 4. The minimum weight d of a code is the smallest weight of any nonzero (not all
zeros) code word in the code. By term “code word” we mean a vector from linear code space.
The minimum weight can be computed with help of Mathematica and similar programs.
When the minimum weight is known, it is listed as the third parameter of the code. I.e. we have a
ˆ‰Š

deal with [n,k,d] –code, which can correct t=
errors. Hence the minimum weight d tells us how
‹
good the code is.
Definition 5. Let introduce a field as set of mathematical objects, which can add, subtract,
multiply and divide [6].
The simplest field consists of two elements – 0 and 1 with two base operations addition
modulo 2 Å (see above) and multiplication modulo 2 Ä (see below):
0Ä0=0; 0Ä1=0; 1Ä0=0; 1Ä1=0.
Definition 6. Alphabet, consisting of two symbols 0 and 1 with two operations Å and Ä is
called Galois field of two elements (binary Galois field) and is denoted as GF(2).
One can represent an [n,k]-code by exactly k linear independent vectors with elements in
GF(2). These k vectors are written as the rows of a 𝑘×𝑛 matrix, which is called a generator matrix.
The generator matrix makes it possible to “generate” all of the vectors in the code by taking all
possible linear combinations of these matrix rows, hence its name.

3. HAMMING CODE
1 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Let’s consider the generator matrix 𝐺 =
, corresponding to [7,4,3]
1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0
code (see [7]). This code consists of 24=16 code words (possible messages).
To encode information word, it is sufficient to find corresponding linear combination of G
lines. In other words, if 𝑎 = a1…ak - information word, then corresponding code word is equal to
c=a G. Let a=(a1, a2, a3) then multiplication by GT is performed according to the rule:
1 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
c= 𝑎Š , 𝑎‹ , 𝑎• , 𝑎‘ ×
=
1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0
= [𝑎Š ⨁𝑎‹ ⨁𝑎• 𝑎Š ⨁𝑎‹ ⨁𝑎‘ 𝑎‹ 𝑎Š ⨁𝑎• ⨁𝑎‘ 𝑎• 𝑎‘ 𝑎Š ].

(1)

So when the code word is received, assuming no errors have occurred, we can read the
original message from the 7th, 3rd, 5th, and 6th positions (see yellow highlighting in (1)).
Example 3.
Let’s find code word for information word a=(1100), using (1). Substituting a1 by 1, a2 by 1,
𝑎• and 𝑎‘ by 0 and we get c= (1⨁1⨁0 1⨁1⨁0 1 1⨁0⨁0 0 0 1) =(0 0 1 1 0 0 1).
Exercise 3
Find code word for information word a=(1100) and generator matrix
1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1
𝐺Š =
.
0 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
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Solution 3:
Let’s generate multiplication rule similar to (1) first:
1 0 0
0 1 0
c= 𝑎Š , 𝑎‹ , 𝑎• , 𝑎‘ ×
0 0 1
0 0 0

0
0
0
1

1
1
0
1

1
0
1
1

0
1
=
1
1

=[𝑎Š 𝑎‹ 𝑎• 𝑎‘ 𝑎Š ⨁𝑎‹ ⨁𝑎‘ 𝑎Š ⨁𝑎• ⨁𝑎‘ 𝑎‹ ⨁𝑎• ⨁𝑎‘ ].
Then we substitute a1 by 1, a2 by 1, 𝑎• and 𝑎‘ by 0 and get
c= (1 1 0 0 1⨁1⨁0 1⨁0⨁0 1⨁0⨁0)=(1 1 0 0 0 1 1).
Definition 7. If C is an [n,k,d] code, one can define C^={vÎV| v×c=0 for all cÎC}, where “×”
means the dot product (mod 2). C^ is called dual of the code C
Definition 8. A parity check matrix of a code C is an 𝑛 − 𝑘 ×𝑛 matrix where the rows are
linearly independent vectors such that the dot product (mod 2) of each row with any vector in the
code is equal to 0.
Remark, that for the generator matrix which has the structure
1 0 0 0 𝑝”” 𝑝”Š 𝑝”‹
0 1 0 0 𝑝Š” 𝑝ŠŠ 𝑝Š‹
𝐺=
.
0 0 1 0 𝑝‹” 𝑝‹Š 𝑝‹‹
0 0 0 1 𝑝•” 𝑝•Š 𝑝•‹
𝑝””
𝑝Š”
A parity check matrix can be easily recovered using P= 𝑝
‹”
𝑝•”
It has a special (canonical) form
𝐻 = 𝑃— | 𝐸

𝑝”Š
𝑝ŠŠ
𝑝‹Š
𝑝•Š

𝑝”‹
𝑝Š‹
𝑝‹‹ (see [8]).
𝑝•‹

(2)

where PT is transposed matrix P and E is unit matrix, which has ones on the main diagonal
and zeros in the other places. E.g., for the generator G1 we have
1 1 0
1 1 0 1
1 0 1
𝑃=
, so 𝑃— = 1 0 1 1 and
0 1 1
0 1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 0
H= 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 .
0 1 1 1 0 0 1

(3)

If parity check matrix has no canonical form, then one can reduce it to (2) by elementary
transformations over its rows modulo 2.
Example 4
Let’s find parity check matrix for generator matrix G (roman numerals indicate the rows of
the matrix):
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1
1
G=
1
0

1
1
0
1

0
1
0
0

1
0
1
1

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

1
1 0
0
1 1
~ 𝐼 ↔ 𝐼𝐼𝐼 ~
0
1 1
0
0 1

1
0
1
1

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1

0
0
~ 𝐼𝐼 ↔ 𝐼𝑉 ~
1
0

0
1
1
1

0
0
0
1

1
1
0
1

1
0
1
1

0
1
0
0

1
0
~
1
1

0
1
1
1

0
0
0
1

1
1
1
0

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
~(𝐼⨁𝐼𝐼𝐼, 𝐼⨁𝐼𝑉)~
1
0

1
0
~
0
0

0
1
1
1

0
0
1
0

1
1
1
0

1
0
1
1

0
1
0
0

0
1 0
0
0 1
~ 𝐼𝐼⨁𝐼𝐼𝐼, 𝐼𝐼⨁𝐼𝑉 ~
0
0 0
1
0 0

1
0
~
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

1
1
1
1

1
0
0
1

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1

0
1
1
1

1
0
1
1

1
1
.
0
1

1
0
~
0
0

0
1
I.e. 𝑃 =
1
1

0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
1 0
0
0 1
~ 𝐼𝑉⨁𝐼𝐼, 𝐼𝑉⨁𝐼 ~
1
0 0
1
0 0

1
1
0
1

1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

0
0
~(𝐼𝐼𝐼 ↔ 𝐼𝑉)~
1
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
1
1

0
0
~ 𝐼𝑉⨁𝐼𝐼𝐼 ~
0
1
0
1
0
1

1
0
0
1

1
1
~ 𝐼𝑉 + 𝐼𝐼𝐼 ~
1
1

1
0 1 1 1
1
and 𝑃— = 1 0 1 1 . Hence the parity check matrix for the Hamming code
0
1 1 0 1
1

0 1 1 1 1 0 0
G is H = 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 .
1 1 0 1 0 0 1
0
0
Exercise 4. Find parity check matrix for the matrix G2=
0
1
Solution 4
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 1
~(𝐼 ↔ 𝐼𝑉)~
0 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 0
So, 𝑃— = 0 1 1 1 and 𝐻‹ = 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 .
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 1
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1
0
0

0
0
1
0

1
0
= 𝐸|
1
1

1
0
0
0

1
1
0
1

1
1
1
0

1
0
1
1
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Example 5
Let’s check, that hi×gj = 0 mod 2 where hi is the row of H and gj is the row of G for
𝑖 = 𝑗 = 1.

H2.

We can highlight the nonzero components, being at the same positions of h1 and g1:
g1= (1 1 0 1 0 0 1), h1=(0 1 1 1 1 0 0). Dot product h1×g1= 1⨁1=0 (mod 2).
Exercise 5
Check, that hi×gj=0 mod 2 for i=2, j=3, where gi is a row of matrix G2 and hj is a row of matrix
Solution 5
There are no nonzero components being at the same positions of h2 and g3:
h2= (0 1 1 1 0 1 0), g3=(1 0 0 0 1 0 1). Hence, h2×g3=0 (mod 2).

4. SYNDROME DECODING
¡

Definition 9. If we take any vector vÎV and multiply 𝑣 (where 𝑣 is the transposition of the
vector 𝑣) on the left by the parity check matrix then we get a vector s called the syndrome of v. It
indicates whether there are any errors in the code word.
Example 6
Let’s compute the syndrome s of the vector 𝒄=[0 0 1 1 1 0 1] which was received by Bob,
using Hamming parity check matrix with help of Mathematica.
Let’s compute the syndrome «by hand» first:
0
0
1⨁1⨁1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
1
𝐻 ∙ 𝒄𝒕 = 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 ∙ 1 = 1⨁1 = 0 .
1⨁1⨁1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
1
0
1

To check this result we will organize a simple loop (Fig.4)
Exercise 6
Compute the syndrome s of the vector b=[0 1 1 0 1 0 1]
a.

By hand;

b.

With help of Mathematica.
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Figure 4. Calculating a syndrome

Solution 6

a.

𝟎
𝑯∙𝒃 = 𝟎
𝟏

b.

Using the same code, we have

𝒕

𝟎
𝟏
𝟎

𝟎
𝟏
𝟏

𝟏
𝟎
𝟎

𝟏
𝟎
𝟏

𝟏
𝟏
𝟎

𝟎
𝟏
𝟏⨁𝟏
𝟏 𝟏
𝟎
𝟏 ∙ 𝟎 = 𝟏⨁𝟏⨁𝟏 = 𝟏 .
𝟏⨁𝟏⨁𝟏
𝟏 𝟏
𝟏
𝟎
𝟏

Figure 5. Calculating a syndrome
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Suppose that initial message was c=[0 0 1 1 0 0 1], i.e. there is the single error at the 5th
position. One can represent 𝒄 as a sum 𝒄 =𝒄 + 𝒆, where e=[0 0 0 0 1 0 0]. Then the result is:
0
𝐻 ∙ 𝒄𝒕 = 𝐻 ∙ 𝒄 + 𝒆 = 𝐻 ∙ 𝑐 + 𝐻 ∙ 𝑒 = 0 + 𝐻 ∙ 𝑒 = 𝐻 ∙ 𝑒 ,
0
because the dot product (mod 2) of a code phrase with each row of the parity check matrix
is 0. So the syndrome of the received message is the same as that of its corresponding error vector.

5. MCELIECE CRYPTOSYSTEM
Let C be an [n,k]-linear code with a fast decoding algorithm that can correct t or fewer errors.
Let G be a generator matrix for C. To create the disguise, let S be a k × k invertible matrix
(the scrambler) and let P be an n × n permutation matrix (i.e., having a single 1 in each row and
column and 0's everywhere else). The matrix
G' = SGP
, is made public while S, G and P are kept secret by Bob. For Alice to send a message to Bob,
she blocks her message into binary vectors of length k. If x is one such block, she randomly
constructs a binary n-vector of weight t (that is, she randomly places t 1's in a zero vector of length
n), call it e and then sends to Bob the vector
y = xG' + e.
Eve, upon intercepting this message, would have to find the nearest codeword to y of the code
generated by G'. This would involve calculating the syndrome of y and comparing it to the
𝑛
syndromes of all the error vectors of weight t. As there are
of these error vectors, good choices
𝑡
of n and t will make this computation infeasible. Bob, on the other hand, would calculate1
y’=yP-1 = (xG' + e)P-1 = xSG + eP-1 = xSG + e' ,
(4)
where e' is a vector of weight t (since P-1 is also a permutation matrix). Bob now applies the
fast decoding algorithm to strip off the error vector e' and get the code word (xS)G. The vector xS
can now be obtained by multiplying by G-1 on the right. Finally, Bob gets x by multiplying xS on the
right by S-1.
Example 7.
Suppose that Alice wishes send the message x=(1 1 0 1), using
1 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
𝐺=
as Hamming generator matrix and vector e with weight 1.
1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Assuming e=(0 0 0 0 0 1 0).
1 1 0 1
1 0 0 1
On other hand Bob chooses the scrambler matrix 𝑆 =
0 1 1 1
1 1 0 0

1

-1

-1

-1

Inverse matrix A for given square matrix A is nondegenerate matrix, satisfying A *A= A* A =E (unit matrix). [9]
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0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
and permutation matrix 𝑃 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
To calculate public generator matrix we will use Mathematica (see fig.5).

Figure 6. Calculating a public generator matrix in Mathematica

0 0 0
0 1 0
The result is matrix G’=
0 0 1
1 0 0
Next step is computing y= xG' + e:

1
0
0
0

1
1
0
1

1
1
1
0

1
0
.
1
1

y = (1 1 0 1 1 1 0) is a coding message, which Alice send to Bob.
Upon receiving y, Bob first compute P-1 and multiply it on the left by y . Applying Mathematica,
we get y’=yP-1 = (1 1 0 1 0 1 1) (see fig.6).
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Figure 7. Calculating P-1 and y’ in Mathematica

Then we calculate a syndrome of y’, using definition 9 (see also example 6). Since we have
parity check matrix for G’,
1 1 0 1 1 0 0
𝐻′ = 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 (see exercise 4), one can easily compute s’=y’*(H’)T with
1 0 1 1 0 0 1
help of Mathematica (see below).

To identify this result we should generate a table of syndromes. It is not difficult using
Mathematica:

Figure 8. The table of syndromes

Hence error occurs in 6th position. Now Bob can correct the word y’ and get a word
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y’’=y’- e4=(1 1 0 1 0 0 1). Because of special choice of G (see comments after (1)) he reads
the original message from the 7th, 3rd, 5th, and 6th positions, i.e. xS=(1 0 0 0). The last step is obtaining
x through multiplying by matrix S-1:

Figure 9. Multiplying by matrix 𝑆 ‰Š

1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0
Finally, x= (1 0 0 0)×
=(1 1 0 1).
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1
As we see, the result is correct.
Exercise 7
Reconstruct encryption- decryption process for the message x=(1 0 1 1), assuming
e=(0 0 0 0 1 0 0) with the same generator matrix and another scrambler matrix
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
𝑆=
and permutation matrix 𝑃 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Solution 7
1.

Calculating public generator matrix

2.

Computing coding message y= xG' + e:
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3.

Calculate y’ =yP-1

4.

Computing

syndrome

of

y’,

using

the

same

parity

check

matrix

H1:

and find correspondent error at the table of syndromes (see fig. 7). Here we see, that the
error occurs in 8th position.
5.

Correcting y’ and recover y’’.

Similar to the example, we get a word y’’=y’- e8=(0 1 1 1 1 0 0). Because of special choice of
G (see comments after (1)) he read the original message from the 7th, 3rd, 5th, and 6th positions, i.e.
xS=(0 1 1 0).
6.

Obtaining x thro multiplying previous vector by the matrix S-1:

This is the message, sent by Alice.

6. CONCLUSION
This research paper about the McEliece Cryptosystem gave me an idea of how my data could
be better secured in the future. Generating the key and authentication process was simple in form
but complicated in decoding. However, I was successfully able to recreate the encryption system
using Mathematica and delineate the methods of encryption and decryption.
In addition to learning about the mathematics behind the McEliece Cryptosystem, the process
of exploration not only taught me how to use Mathematica but also how to structure my research.
Exploring a way for us to keep our data safe from hackers has been a very valuable experience for
me, as data security is one of the hottest recent topics. Small efforts made by individuals such as
myself can protect much of our personal data, rather than relying on other services to protect our
data for us.
The topic of cryptography has always been the matter of how information could be securely
stored secretly to prevent hackers from accessing the information and possibly causing harm. The
method of encryption that one puts on his/her information is quite an important matter as it decides
how easily the hackers are able to access the information at all. The fast developing information
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technology industry has brought up increasingly tough hackers and encryption software, bringing
concerns to the public. The fast developing hacking industry has also caused developers to come up
with more secure and complicated encryption systems.
In order to make the decryption more complicated, longer keys must be implemented. The
dawn of quantum computing will make this especially important. When quantum computers
directly employ the quantum mechanical phenomena to perform the operation of data, with
magnitudes greater processing speed, they will be able to break many current encryption systems
with simple brute force attacks. Coming up with ways to stay safe from these brute force attacks is
a pressing concern in the encryption community, and I would love to be able to contribute to helping
solve this problem in the future.
In the meantime, I’d like to further study other well-known encryption systems like AES, RSA,
elliptic curve, Triple DES, and Blowfish. Each of these systems employs very unique methods of
encryption and decryption, with pros and cons for each one. With the variety, I’d like to learn about
all the different approaches so that in the future, I can better understand what makes a successful
encryption system. If possible, I would like to be part of developing a unique encryption system of
the future.
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APPENDIX
MATHEMATICA ENCRYPTION CODE
For [j = 1, j ≤ 6, j++,
For [k = j + 1, k ≤ 7, k++, BB = BitXor[B[j], B[k]];
Print[SubsetQ[M, BB]]]];
ClearAll[B]
B[1]
B[3]
B[5]
B[7]

=
=
=
=

{1,
{1,
{1,
{1,

0,
1,
0,
1,

0,
0,
1,
1,

1,
0,
1,
0,

1};
1};
0};
0};

B[2] = {0,
B[4] = {0,
B[6] = {0,
(* Prepare

1, 0, 1, 0};
0, 1, 0, 1};
1, 1, 1, 1};
binary sequences *)

M = {B[1], B[2], B[3], B[4], B[5], B[6], B[7]} (* Prepare set of sequences *)
{{1, 0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 1, 0, 1, 0}, {1, 1, 0, 0, 1},
{0, 0, 1, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 1, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 1, 1, 1},
{1, 1, 1, 0, 0}}
For [j = 1, j ≤ 6, j++,
For [k = j + 1, k ≤ 7, k++,
BB = BitXor[B[j], B[k]];
Print["j=", j, " k=", k, " ", MemberQ[M, BB]]]]
(* Organize a loop for checking necessary properties *)
j=1 k=2 True
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j=1
j=1
j=1
j=1
j=1
j=2
j=2
j=2
j=2
j=2
j=3
j=3
j=3
j=3
j=4
j=4
j=4
j=5
j=5
j=6

k=3
k=4
k=5
k=6
k=7
k=3
k=4
k=5
k=6
k=7
k=4
k=5
k=6
k=7
k=5
k=6
k=7
k=6
k=7
k=7

True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True

BitXor[B[1], B[2]]
{1, 1, 0, 0, 1}
MemberQ[M, {1, 1, 0, 0, 1}]
True
B[1] = {0, 0, 1, 1, 1};
B[2] = {0, 1, 0, 1, 0};
B[3] = {0, 1, 1, 0, 1};
B[4] = {1, 0, 0, 1, 0};
B[5] = {1, 0, 1, 0, 1};
B[6] = {1, 1, 0, 0, 0};
B[7] = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}; MM = {B[1], B[2], B[3], B[4], B[5], B[6], B[7]}
(* Prepare binary sequences *)
{{0, 0, 1, 1, 1}, {0, 1, 0, 1, 0},
{0, 1, 1, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 1, 0},
{1, 0, 1, 0, 1}, {1, 1, 0, 0, 0},
{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}}
For [j = 1, j ≤ 6, j++,
For [k = j + 1, k ≤ 7, k++,
BB = BitXor[B[j], B[k]];
Print["j=", j, " k=", k, " ", MemberQ[MM, BB]]]]
(* Organize a loop for checking necessary properties *)
j=1
j=1
j=1
j=1
j=1
j=1
j=2
j=2
j=2
j=2
j=2
j=3
j=3
j=3
j=3
j=4
j=4
j=4

k=2
k=3
k=4
k=5
k=6
k=7
k=3
k=4
k=5
k=6
k=7
k=4
k=5
k=6
k=7
k=5
k=6
k=7

True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
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j=5 k=6 True
j=5 k=7 True
j=6 k=7 True

MATHEMATICA DECRYPTION CODE
H =

𝟎
𝟎
𝟏

𝟎
𝟏
𝟎

𝟎
𝟏
𝟏

𝟏
𝟎
𝟎

𝟏
𝟎
𝟏

𝟏
𝟏
𝟎

𝟏
𝟏
𝟏

(* Hamming parity check matrix *)
{{0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1}, {0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1}, {1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1}}
e = {0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1} (* vector c *)
{0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1}
c = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}; cc = {0, 0, 0};
For [i = 1, i ≤ 3, i++, d = 0;
(* loops for calculating of dot product H.c *)
For [j = 1, j ≤ 7, j++;
c[[j]] = H[[i, j]] * e[[j]],
d = BitXor[d, c[[j]]] ];
cc[[i]] = d]
cc (* result *)
{1, 0, 1}
b = {0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1}; k = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0};
For [i = 1, i ≤ 3, i++, d = 0;
(* loops for calculating of dot product H.c *)
For [j = 1, j ≤ 7, j++;
k[[j]] = H[[i, j]] * b[[j]],
d = BitXor[d, k[[j]]] ];
cc[[i]] = d]
cc
{0, 1, 1}

𝑃=

0
0
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
1
0 ;
0
0
0

𝐺=

1
1
1
0

1
1
0
1

0
1
0
0

1
0
1
1

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
;
0
0

𝑆=

1
1
0
1

1
0
1
1

0
0
1
0

1
1
;
1
0

R1 = Mod[S.G.P, 2]; MatrixForm[R1]
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0
0
0
1

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

1
0
0
0

1
1
0
1

1
1
1
0

1
0
1
1

e = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0}; x = {1, 1, 0, 1}; y = Mod[Mod[x.R1, 2] + e, 2]
{1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0}
PP = MatrixForm[Inverse[P]]
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
1
0
1
0
0

y1 = y.PP
{1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1}
H1T = Transpose[H1]; Mod[y1.H1T, 2] (* syndrome of y' *)
{0, 1, 0}
e = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0};
For [i = 1, i ≤ 7, i++, f = e;
f[[i]] = e[[i]] + 1; s = f. H1T; Print["e=", f, " s=", s]
] (* generating a table of syndromes *)
e={1,
e={0,
e={0,
e={0,
e={0,
e={0,
e={0,

0,
1,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
1,
0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
1,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,
1,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
1,
0,

0}
0}
0}
0}
0}
0}
1}

s={1,
s={1,
s={0,
s={1,
s={1,
s={0,
s={0,

0,
1,
1,
1,
0,
1,
0,

1}
0}
1}
1}
0}
0}
1}

e = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0};

For [i = 1, i ≤ 7, i++, f = e;
f[[i]] = e[[i]] + 1; s = f. H1T; Print["e=", f, " s=", s]
] (* generating a table of syndromes *)
e={1,
e={0,
e={0,
e={0,
e={0,
e={0,
e={0,

0,
1,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
1,
0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
1,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,
1,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
1,
0,

0}
0}
0}
0}
0}
0}
1}

s={1,
s={1,
s={0,
s={1,
s={1,
s={0,
s={0,

0,
1,
1,
1,
0,
1,
0,

1}
0}
1}
1}
0}
0}
1}

MatrixForm[Mod[Inverse[S], 2]](* S^{-1} *)
1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1
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0
0
1
0
0
0
0

𝑃1 =

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
1
0

𝑆1 =

1
1
0
1

1
0
1
1

0
0
1
0

1
1
;
1
0

1
0
1
1

0
0
1
0

1
0
0
0

1
1
0
1

1
1
1
0

0
0
0
1 ;
0
0
0

R2 = Mod[S1.G.P1, 2];
MatrixForm[R2]

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1

x = {1, 0, 1, 1}; e5 = {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0}; y = Mod[x.R2 + e5, 2]
{1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1}
P1I = Inverse[P1]; y1 = y.P1I
{0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1}
2 McEllice#2.nb

Mod[y1.H1T, 2] (* syndrome *)
{0, 0, 1}
x1 = {0, 1, 1, 0}; S1I = Mod[Inverse[S1], 2]; Mod[x1.S1I, 2]
{1, 0, 1, 1}
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Schnorr’s Digital Signature and its Applications
Matt Handley

ABSTRACT
I was always curious about how personal information was stored and delivered through the
Internet. In the real world we sign a receipt to verify that we are the people using our credit cards,
but in the digital world, how can our signature become valid? I searched for the information and
discovered that digital signatures exist via the Internet, and data encryption standard, known as the
DES, is the standard the United States employ. The DES is the combination of El Gamal and Schnorr’s
digital signature. Through this research paper I explored the Schnorr’s digital signature mainly, by
using the MATLAB and the math model tools. The bases of the key generated by the digital signature
have its principal in number theory, so I also learned about the modular rules.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 WHAT IS CRYPTOGRAPHY?
Cryptography dates back to the ancient times when simple methods were used to encrypt
messages. Scytale and Polybius were simple devices used to encrypt messages for military services
to deliver secret messages between troops. The most known encryption method is the Caesar cipher
by Julius Caesar in 100 BC, which uses a substitution cipher. In a substitution cipher, each letter is
shifted to substitute another letter. For instance, shifted by 5 places implies that ‘A’ is replaced with
‘F’. However, due to the frequency of letters used in the language, this method was easily broken.
Later in the 19th century, electric encryption key was introduced by Hebern which was
called the Hebern rotor machine. Using a single rotor, the key was in the rotating disk and the key
encoded a substitution table. Therefore, pressing the keyboard resulted the output of the cipher
text. However, as the Caesar cipher, the first electronic contraption was broken by letter
frequencies. As a result, in order to spread out the letter frequency, the Germans used the Enigma
machine through the end of World War I and heavily during World War II. There were 3 to 4 motors
for each machine and the rate the motor rotates resulted the cipher text. Therefore, the initial
setting of the keyboard was required to decode the encrypted message. However, Enigma machine
was decrypted by Poland’s cipher bureau. Throughout history, encryption was developed mainly to
secure military information and deliver war tactics. Broken encryption methods resulted in failure
of certain battles.
Therefore, it was important to not only secure their messages but also to decrypt the enemies
messages. The field of cryptography was enlarged by the two world wars and major breakthroughs
were made during this time.
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1.2 WHY IS CRYPTOGRAPHY IMPORTANT?
In the later 1900s, the use of cryptography became widespread with commercial usage.
Businesses were trying to secure their information from competitors and customers were
demanding some kind of encryption methods. One of the innovative company, IBM formed a crypto
group and designed a cipher, Lucifer. Now IBM possessed a good crypto support. Later, known for
a block cipher, Lucifer was adopted as the DES(Data Encryption Standard). However, the computing
power increased geometrically that eventually broke the key through brute force attack. The brute
force attack led to increase the complexity of the secret key to slow the time it takes to obtain a
possible plain message.
Most of the cryptography remains partly hidden. Since the value of encryption method is
determined through how secure the key remains, major discoveries are not exposed publicly. As a
result, the discoveries of new methods were not revealed to public and were primarily operated in
encryption related institutions.
Digital signatures can be seen as handwritten signatures in electronic format. It refers to any
electronic data that carries the purpose of a signature, but not all electronic signatures use digital
signatures. It demonstrates the authenticity of the message or document. A valid digital signature
will provide the recipient with the certainty that the message was sent by the person he or she
wanted. It is commonly used in software distribution, financial transactions, and places to detect
forgery or tampering.

2. EL GAMAL DIGITAL SIGNATURE
Above diverse digital signature mechanisms, Schnorr’s Signature is one of the modern digital
signatures using asymmetric cryptography. It also provides a non-repudiation, which means that
the signer cannot successfully claim that they did not signed a signature. Non-repudiation schemes
have time stamps. Therefore, even when the private key is exposed, the time stamp makes the digital
signature valid. Also, Schnorr’s signature is based on discrete logarithm problems which base comes
from the El Gamal Digital Signature.
El Gamal digital signature scheme is one of the famous digital signatures based on difficulty
of computing discrete logarithms. Taher ElGamal described it. It employs asymmetric key
encryption and its algorithms are used in the free GNU Privacy Guard software. Its security depends
upon the difficulty of a certain problem.
In order to generate a key pair (public key - a secret key), a first chosen large prime integer
P and large integer G, where G <R. The sender of the signed document (Alice) and receiver (Bob)
use in the calculations similar large integers P (~ 10308 or ~ 21024) and G (~ 10154 or ~ 2512),
which are not secret.
The algorithm is as follows:
1.

Alice chooses random integer X, 1< Х ≤ (Р-1), and compute

Y =G mod Р.
The number Y is the public key used to verify the signature of the sender. The number of Y is
open to all potential recipients of transferred documents. The number X is the sender's private key
for signing documents and should be kept secret.
X
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2.

Alice hashes a message M using the hash function h:
m=h(M), 1<m<(Р-1),
and generates random integer K, 1<K<(P-1) such that K and (P-1) are coprime.

3.

Alice computes an integer a by the formula
а = GK mod Р.

4.

Alice computes integer b, solving the equation (see e.g.[9]):
m=X*a+K*b (mod (P-1))
with help of extended Euclid's algorithm.
The pair of numbers (a,b) form digital signature S
S=(a,b)
affixed to the document M.
A triple (M, a, b) is sent to the recipient, while the pair (X, K) is kept secret.

5.

After receiving the signed message (M, a, b) Bob should verify is the signature
S = (a, b) corresponding to the message M.
He first calculates the hash-value of the received message M:
m = h (M).

6.

Then he calculates the value

А = Y a (mod Р)
and recognizes the message authentic if and only if
А = G (mod Р).
In other words, a receiver checks the equity of ratio
Y a (mod Р)= G (mod Р).
The last equation is satisfied if the signature S = (a, b)
We can demonstrate that the last equation is satisfied if and only the signature is S= (a,b)
under the document M that is obtained through using a secret key of X, from which the public key Y
was obtained. Therefore, without disclosing the key itself, one can make sure the sender of the
message M was the holder of the private key, which is X, and the sender signed the document M.
However, the problem of ElGamal digital signature scheme is in the large size of P.
a

b

m

a

b

m

3. SCHNORR'S DIGITAL SIGNATURE
To decrease the size of the signature Schnorr created new scheme, based on ElGamal. It
includes 3 big steps
1.

Generating of keys.

2.

Generating of signature.

3.

Verification of signature.

3.1 GENERATING OF KEYS
Let’s consider the 1-st step:
Generating of keys for Schnorr signature is performed similar to DSA [3]:
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1.

Alice selects prime number p, which length (as usual) is equal to 1024 bits.

2.

Alice selects another prime number q such that
the size of q equals to 160 bits.

3.

Alice selects e1≠1, such that
procedure.

4.

Alice selects integer number d<q, as her secret key.

5.

Alice calculates

(mod q). It is accepted to choose

(mod p) . It can be realized by organizing simple iteration

.

So, public Alice’s key is (e1,e2,p,q) and her secret key is d.
Example 1.
Suppose p=88667. Let’s factor p-1 with help of MatLab [5] :
>> factor(88666)
ans =
2
43
1031
So, we can select q=1031.
To do the next step we should use special function, which has been generated in previous
paper (see [3]):
function R = modulopower(X, N, M)
X = rem(X, M);
R = 1;
while N > 0
if rem(N, 2) == 0
X = rem(X * X, M);
N = N / 2;
else
R = rem(R * X, M);
N = N - 1;
end
end
end

Remark, that there are several elements that are satisfy equation
found by the cycle:

(mod p). They can be

>>p=88677; q=1031;i=i0;
>> while modulopower(i,q,p)~=1
i=i+1
end

E.g. if i =70300 then e1=70322.
Let’s check it
0

>> modulopower(70322,1031,88667)
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ans =

1

I.e.

(mod 88667).

Let’s Alice select d=755, so

=13136:

>> modulopower(70322,1031-755,88667)
ans =

13136

Thus, Alice’s set of keys consists of (70322,13136,88667,1031).
Exercise 1.
Suppose p=48731, q=443. It is required:

(mod q);

a.

check the condition

b.

find arbitrary e1 near 10000 with help of MATLAB, organizing iteration procedure;

c.

select d<443 and e2 with help of MATLAB.

Solution
a.

Let’s factor number p using embedded MatLab function factor:

>> factor(48730)
ans =

b.

2

5

11

443

Acting as in Example 1, we get

p=48731;q=443;i=10000; while modulopower(i,q,p)~=1
i=i+1
end
…
i =

10228

So, e1=10228.
c.

𝒒‰𝒅

Selecting d=357 we can calculate 𝒆𝟐 = 𝒆𝟏

𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝒑 with help of MatLab

>> e1=10228;e2=modulopower(e1,q-d,p)
e2 =

42300

Thus, Alice’s set of public keys consists of (10228,42300,48731,443).

3.2 GENERATING THE SIGNATURE
Let’s consider the 2nd step
1.

Alice select arbitrary number rϵ(1,q). It should be performed every time when she is going
to transfer a new message.
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2.

Alice calculates and generates first signature S1 with help of hash function : S1=h(M|g1) where
M is message; a|b denotes concatenation of expressions.

3.

Alice calculates second signature S2=(r+d*S1)mod q.

4.

Alice transfers M, S1 and S2.

_

Example 2 Calculate S and S for the test message M=1000 using Alice’s keys, generating in
Example 1.
Solution.
1

a.

2

Let’s use MATLAB embedded function randi to find r

>> q=1031;r=randi(q,1,1)
ans =

b.

987

Then we find g1

>> r=987;e1=70322;p=88667;g1= modulopower(e1,r,p)
g1 =

c.

85882

To define concatenation of numbers we write simple function for calculating the
number of digits of g1:

function f=numdigits(x)
n=x; k=1;
if n<10;
s=0;
else
s=mod(n,10);
while n>10;
h=mod(n,10);
g=h/10;
n=(n/10)-g;
k=k+1;
end
end
k
end

Applying this function gives
>> numdigits(g1)
k =

5

So, concatenation will be done as
>> M=1000;M1=M*10^k+g1
M1 =

100085882
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To end this block we use hash function H(x)= x2 mod Z, where Z<p is integer which
has the same digits as p:

d.

>> M1=100085882; Z=76543;S1=mod(M1^2,Z)
S1 =

37718

Calculating S2

e.

>> q=1031;d=755;r=987;S2=mod(r+d*S1,q)
S2 =

826

Thus, expression to transfer are M=1000; S1=37718; S2=826.
Exercise 2. Calculate S and S for the test message M=2000 using Alice’s keys, generating in
Exercise 1 with the same hash-function as in Example 2.
Solution
1

a.

2

Let’s use MATLAB embedded function randi to find r

>> q1=443;r1=randi(q1,1,1)
r1=63

b.

Then we find g1

>> e1=10228;p1=48731;g1= modulopower(e1,r1,p1)

g1 =
c.

15963
To define concatenation of numbers we write simple function for calculating the
number of digits of g1:

>> g1=15963; numdigits(g1)
k=5

So, concatenations will be done as
>> M=2000;M1=M*10^k+g1
M1= 200015963

d.

To end this block we use hash function H(x)= x2 mod Z as in Example 2

>> M1=200015963; Z=43210;S1=mod(M1^2,Z)
S1 =

e.

12668

Calculating S2

>> q=443;d=357;r=63;S2=mod(r+d*S1,q)
S2 =

395

Thus, expression to transfer are M=2000; S1=12668; S2=404.
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3.4 VERIFICATION OF THE SIGNATURE
Let’s consider the last step.
After receiving pocket (M,S1,S2) from Alice, Bob do the next
Â

Â

1.

Calculates V=h(M| 𝑒Š Ã 𝑒‹ ¡ 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝).

2.

Checks the validity of S2 mod p = V mod p. If true then a message is adopted if false then a
message is rejected.

Example 3. Let’s check the Alice’s authenticity of the signature, generating in Example 2.
a.

To calculate we will use the rule a·b mod p = ((a mod p)·(b mod p))mod p [9]. I.e. .
Applying function modulopower, for known values of e1,e2,S1,S2,p we get

>> e1=70322;e2=13136;S1=37718;S2=826;p=88667;
G=mod(modulopower(e1,S2,p)* modulopower(e2,S1,p),p)
G =

85882

b.

b) To calculate h(M|G) we act analogously to the Example 2

>> numdigits(G); M1=M*10^k+G
k =
M1 =

5
100085882

>> Z=76543;V=mod(M1^2,Z)
V =

37718

Since V=S1 mod p, so the message is adopted
Exercise 3.
Check the Alice’s authenticity of the signature, generating in Exercise 2.
Solution
a.

Applying function modulopower, for known values of e1,e2,S1,S2,p we get

>> e1=10228;p=48731;e2=42300;S1=12668;S2=395;
G=mod(modulopower(e1,S2,p)* modulopower(e2,S1,p),p)
G =

15963

b.

To calculate h(M|G) we act analogously to the Example 2

>> numdigits(G); M1=M*10^k+G
k =
M1 =

5
200015963

>> Z=43210; V=mod(M1^2,Z)
V =

12668

Since V=S1 mod p, so the message is adopted.
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4. SCHNORR AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL
The algorithm of the protocol is as follows:
1.

Pretreatment. Alice chooses a random number r, (r< q) and calculates . These computations
are preliminary and may be made long before Bob advents.

2.

Initiation. Alice sends x to Bob.

3.

Bob chooses a random number R between 0 and 2t-1 and sends it to Alice.

4.

Alice computes S= r + dR (mod q) and sends S to Bob.

5.

Confirmation. Bob computes (mod p) and identifies Alice if z=x.

The security of this algorithm depends on the parameter t. The autopsy of the algorithm is
approximately equal to 2t. This algorithm can be also realized in MatLab without any difficulties.

5. CONCLUSION
The research paper about Schnorr’s Digital Signature gave me an idea of how my personal
information was secured throughout the internet. Generating the key and authentication process
was simple in form but complicated in decoding. Also, this process of exploration taught me how to
use MATLAB and format a research paper. Exploring the way that digital signatures developed from
the El Gamal digital signature to the Schnorr’s signature and how the United States adopted their
DES to combine the two ways was intriguing in how the development took place.
Throughout the history of cryptography, it always has been a matter of how the information
can be secured secretly to prevent the hackers from hacking into the information and causing
disruption. Authentication is an important matter since it proves the accuracy of the information.
The fast developing hacking industry has induced developers to come up with a more secure and
complicated method. Since nowadays, brute force attack can decrypt any message that is encrypted
and it is the matter of time that causes problem, the key has to be longer and harder to find out.
Especially, the quantum computers directly employ the quantum mechanical phenomena to
perform the operation of data. They differ from digital computers and foster the speed of
decryption. Coming up with the way to prevent the brute force attack can be a future object for
people in the field but also decoding the key will always be parallel to the development.
Therefore, I would like to further explore how to generate and decode the key in a more
efficient way. How to factorize the prime number has always been enigma to the developers in the
field, so I want to explore how they came up with the thought and how efficient factorizing can take
place using certain methods.
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Modeling Beam Deflection with Mathematica
Sameera Halliday

ABSTRACT
In the world today, with more and more skyscrapers and architectural marvels built, the need
for stability of such structures has become one of the most important things to which engineers
must pay attention to. Civil engineers have used different types of beams when building these
constructs, and because of their importance, I decided to research elastic beam oscillations. This
research allowed me to understand the complexity of beam oscillation and gain knowledge of
implementing mathematics in order to figure out complex issues overall. With the help of
Mathematica, I was able to compare the solutions from different approaches to the beam oscillation
calculations with graphs created on Mathematica. In the first part of this paper, I calculate the
equation of elastic beam natural oscillations (frequencies). Next, I calculate the different modes of
the natural beam frequencies with different beam fasteners. Finally, in the third part, I answer
exercises related to beam oscillations, apply the concepts from the first two parts of the paper, and
double check the previous calculations.

1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to explore solutions to structure stability problems related to elastic
beam oscillations. Beams are often used to retain stability, which is essential in various fields.
Comprehensive knowledge related to structure stability is extremely crucial, especially for civil
engineers because they are responsible for constructing and maintaining infrastructure. The
following applied mathematics concepts illustrate how beams are able to withstand carrying or
supporting loads.
Because construction in any place in the world must be sufficiently robust overall, the
efficiency and sustainability of beams that make up the construction are often determined based on
their degree and dispersion of elasticity and moment of inertia. According to engineering beam
theory, two external forces and two internal forces are exerted on the beams. The two internal
forces are associated with forces only within the beams themselves which are shear forces and
bending moments; the two external forces include an exchange of forces between the beams and
the loads placed on the beams.
The following equation determines the influence of an external force P:
𝑃 = 𝐸𝐼

ˆÉÊ
ˆ‚ É

(1)

E is Young modulo (precise definition can be found in [2, Chap. 38]); while I is the moment
of inertia which measures a beam’s stiffness with respect to its cross-section and ability to resist
bending. 𝑢 = 𝑢(𝑥) is the vertical displacement (see Fig.1), and the horizontal axis is 𝑂‚ . For this
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relationship, u(x) represents the vertical displacement between the neutral axis of the deformed
and not deformed shape while x represents the horizontal displacement from one edge.

Figure 1. Beam bending under a force P (the arrow indicates the direction of the force)

The given equation can be expanded further with application of the Newton’s 2nd law.
According to the Newton’s Second Law,
𝑃 =𝑚∙𝑎
𝑚 = 𝜌𝑆
𝑑‹ 𝑢
𝑎= ‹
𝑑𝑡
Where m, a, ρ, S and t are the mass, acceleration, mass per unit length, cross section of beam
and time. Then, through substitution,
𝑃 = 𝜌𝑆
If we equate 𝑃 = 𝜌𝑆

ˆÃÊ
ˆ

Ã

and 𝑃 = 𝐸𝐼

ˆÉÊ

ˆÃÊ

.
ˆ Ã

,

ˆ‚ É
𝑑2 𝑢
𝜌𝑆 2
𝑑𝑡

𝑑4 𝑢

= 𝐸𝐼 𝑑𝑥4 (2)

Considering that the elastic wave of the beam is monochromatic, u is then solved with the
standard equation for monochromatic elastic waves of a beam with
𝑢 = 𝑣(𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑡 + 𝛼) (3).
For the equation shown above, 𝛼 refers to the phase difference between displacement u(x)
of the beam and velocity of the wave v(x) where 𝜔= 2*π*f and f is the frequency of the wave.
Where
ÕÂ
𝜆‘ = 𝜔 ‹
(4’),
Ö×

ˆÉØ

= 𝜆‘ 𝑣 (4), which is the equation for elastic beam natural oscillations.
In order to gain a deeper understanding of these concepts, we will use a computer program,
Mathematica, to calculate the differential equations and eigenvalues. The program will also provide
graphs that will demonstrate beam oscillations. Those seeking a clearer illustration of these
complex problems regarding structure stability should be able to better comprehend after reading
this paper.
ˆ‚ É
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2. FINDING THE FORM OF NATURAL OSCILLATIONS WITH DIFFERENT BEAM
FASTENERS
Let’s first find the general solution of (4) by applying standard techniques of solving ordinary
linear differential equations (see e.g. [5]).
We then get the solution of the characteristic equation, corresponding to (4):
𝑘 ‘ − 𝜆‘ = 0. (5)
Through factorization of (5), we get
(𝑘 − 𝜆)(𝑘 + 𝜆)(𝑘 ‹ + 𝜆‹ ) = 0,
and, as a result, we have 𝑘1=𝜆; 𝑘2=−𝜆; 𝑘3=𝑖𝜆; 𝑘4=−𝑖𝜆. The first pair of roots of (5), 𝜆 𝑎𝑛𝑑 −
𝜆, corresponds to the linear independence solution of (4), provided that 𝑣1=𝐶1𝑒𝜆𝑥+𝐶2𝑒−𝜆𝑥. The
general solution of (4) is
(𝑥)=𝐶1𝑒𝜆𝑥+𝐶2𝑒−𝜆𝑥+𝐶3𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆𝑥+𝐶4𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆𝑥. (6)
Similar results are obtained when using Mathematica (see [6]):

Figure 2. Mathematica code for solving differential equation

A more convenient process is to transform the first two terms of the hyperbolic functions
Û Ü ÝÛ ÞÜ
Û Ü ‰Û ÞÜ
𝑐𝑜𝑠(ℎ𝑥) =
and 𝑠𝑖𝑛(ℎ𝑥) =
and write (6) in the form
‹
‹
𝑣(𝑥) = 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜆𝑥) + 𝐵𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜆𝑥) + 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑠(ℎ𝜆𝑥) + 𝐷𝑠𝑖𝑛(ℎ𝜆𝑥). (7)
In order to find unknown constants A, B, C, and D, we need to define the type of beam fastener.

2.1 ENDS OF THE ROD ARE FIRMLY FIXED

Figure 3. Beam with firmly fixed ends.

Suppose that the beam has unit length. Then we have the following boundary conditions:
(0)=𝑣′(0)=𝑣(1)=𝑣′(1)=0.
(8)
Our aim is to to get nontrivial solution of the equation (4) with boundary condition (8).
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Using v(0) = 0 we get C=-A and v(x) takes the form
𝑣(𝑥)=𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜆𝑥)+𝐵𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜆𝑥)−𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(ℎ𝜆𝑥)+𝐷𝑠𝑖𝑛(ℎ𝜆𝑥). (9)
Differentiating (9), we get
𝑣’(x)=−𝜆𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜆𝑥)+𝜆𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜆𝑥)−𝜆𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛(ℎ𝜆𝑥)+𝜆𝐷𝑐𝑜𝑠(ℎ𝜆𝑥).
Using v’(0) = 0, we get D = -B and (9) changes to
𝑣(𝑥)=𝐴[𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜆𝑥)−𝑐𝑜𝑠(ℎ𝜆𝑥)]+𝐵[𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜆𝑥)−𝑠𝑖𝑛(ℎ𝜆𝑥)]. (10)
Considering these two conditions, v(1) = 0 and v’(1) = 0, we have the homogeneous system
of two linear equations:
𝐴(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆) + 𝐵(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆) = 0
(11)
−𝐴(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆) + 𝐵(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆) = 0
With respect to variables A and B, the system has a nontrivial solution if and only if its
determinant 𝛥is equal to zero:
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆
𝛥=
=0.
−(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆
Performing standard transformations using well-known properties of the hyperbolic
functions (see [7]), we get the equation
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆=1. (12)
Nontrivial solutions of (12) are called eigenvalues from equations (4) and (8) (see [8]).)
because the value of velocity must be nonzero in order for the beam to oscillate with certain
frequency.
Returning to (10) which are now called eigenfunctions, we see that after the substitution,
äåæç‰äåæèç
following from the second equation of (11), B = A ∗
, one can represent v(x) in the form
‰(æéêç‰æéêèç)

𝑣(𝑥) = 𝐴[(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆)(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆𝑥 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆𝑥) − (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆)(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆𝑥 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆𝑥)].
To find eigenvalues we apply Mathematica again.
First, let’s plot the graphic of the function 𝑦(𝑥) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑥 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝑥 − 1 to understand what the
first roots of the equation (12) are:
Plot[Cos[𝑥]Cosh[𝑥] − 1, {𝑥, 0,9}]

Figure 4. Graphic help for the solution of the equation (12)
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As shown above, the first two nonzero solutions are located near the points x = 5 and x = 8.
We use Mathematica in order to find exact values of the roots.

Figure 5. Mathematica code to find first three roots of the transcendent equation (12)

If we know solutions to (12), then we can calculate the lowest natural oscillation frequency
of the fixed beam. Because (4’) = 𝜆‹ ∗

Ö×
ìÂ

, 𝜔1 = 22.373 ∗

Ö×
ìÂ

, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜔2 = 61.67 ∗

Ö×
ìÂ

.

Corresponding forms of the oscillations can be depicted with the help of Mathematica (see
fig. 6). General solutions of (2) can be represented as
= êéîŠ 𝑀é cos 𝜔é 𝑡+𝑁é 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔é 𝑡 ∙ 𝜑1 (𝜔𝑖 ) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔2𝑖 𝑥 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜔2𝑖 𝑥 − 𝜑2 (𝜔𝑖 )(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔2𝑖 𝑥 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜔2𝑖 𝑥)],
Where 𝜑Š 𝜔 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔 ‹ − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜔 ‹ , 𝜑‹ 𝜔 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔 ‹ − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜔 ‹ (cf. [8])
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Figure 6. Construction graphs of a fixed beam’s natural oscillations (1st and 2nd manners)

To understand the procedure of finding any finite quantity of the frequencies, one can plot
the rest part of the graph (see fig. 7).

Figure 7. The behavior of the function y(x) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑥 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ℎ𝑥 − 1 at large values.

Exercise 1. Organize a loop to find 10 solutions of (12) x1,…, x10 which satisfy condition xi ³50
with help of Mathematica.
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Solution
As we see on the fig. 6 first solution of this group is more than 60. So, one can apply
Mathematica for this purpose (See fig.8)

Figure 8. Mathematica code for organizing the eigenvalues search

Using the built-in Mathematica function Parametric ND Solve Value we can plot
eigenfunctions (see fig. 9).

Figure 9. Construction of graphs of a fixed beam’s natural oscillations (second manner)
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2.2 BEAM WITH ONE END FIRMLY FIXED AND THE OTHER FREE

Figure 10. Beam with one end firmly fixed and another one free

This situation corresponds to the next boundary condition (see [8]):
𝑣(0) = 𝑣′(0) = 𝑣′′(1) = 𝑣′′′(1) = 0.
(13)
Exercise 2
Find a system for defining of eigenvalues for the problem (4),(13) and corresponding
equation, similar to equation (12).
Solution
Similar to the previous case, this condition is suitable to zero conditions on the left end of the
rod. In other words, we can conclude that A= -C and that D= -B and to the equation in (10)
𝑣 𝑥 = 𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆𝑥 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆𝑥 + 𝐵(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆𝑥 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆𝑥).
𝑣(𝑥)=𝐴[𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜆𝑥)−𝑐𝑜𝑠(ℎ𝜆𝑥)]+𝐵[𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜆𝑥)−𝑠𝑖𝑛(ℎ𝜆𝑥)]

To use the last two conditions (at the left end of the rod) we should find 2nd and 3rd
derivatives of v(x):
𝑣 ññ = −𝐴𝜆‹ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆𝑥 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆𝑥 − 𝐵𝜆‹ (𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆𝑥 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆𝑥)

𝑣 ñññ = −𝐴𝜆• 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆𝑥 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆𝑥 − 𝐵𝜆• 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆𝑥 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆𝑥

Two remaining conditions result in this following system, which is similar to the system (11).
𝐴(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆) − 𝐵(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆) = 0
(14)
𝐴(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜆 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆) + 𝐵(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆) = 0
It has nontrivial solutions (with respect to variables A and B) if and only if its determinant D
is equal to zero:
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆
− 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆
D=
=0.
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆
This system would have nontrivial solutions if and only if
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(ℎ𝜆) = −1. (15)
Exercise 3
Plot the graph of the function 𝑓 𝑥 = cos 𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝑥+1 to estimate a localization of solutions of
(15), using Mathematica.
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Solution
The embedded function for this action is (as we see on fig. 6)
Plot[Cos[𝑥]Cosh[𝑥] + 1, {𝑥, 0,8}]
400
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Figure 11. Graphic help for the solution of the equation (15)

Exercise 4
Find first three roots of (15) and calculate corresponding natural oscillation frequencies.
Solution
To do this we will use the same procedure as earlier (see fig.10)

Figure 12. Mathematica code to find three first foots of the equation (14)

Then, let’s calculate the lowest natural oscillation frequency of this beam using formula (4’):
𝜔Š = 22.03

Ö×
ìÂ

, 𝜔‹ = 61.7

Ö×
ìÂ

, 𝜔• = 120.9

Ö×
ìÂ

.

Exercise 5
Find eigenfunctions, corresponding to the eigenvalues for the problem (4), (13) and plot the
graphs of the first 3 forms of beam’s natural oscillations.
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Solution
ó
Let’s express constant B from the 1-st equation of (14): 𝐵 =
equation (10). Then we see

æéêç‰æéêèç
äåæçÝäåæèç

and substitute it into

(𝑥) = 𝐴 ̂[(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆)(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆𝑥 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ𝜆𝑥) + (𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆)(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆𝑥 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝜆𝑥)] (15)
When we know (16), it is not difficult to plot corresponding graphs (see fig. 11).

Figure 13. Construction graphs of the beams with free end natural oscillations forms

3. CONCLUSION
Through this research with this blended applications of already existing equations, I could
determine the natural oscillation of the various beams. By adopting Mathematica, the beam
oscillations could be demonstrated through graphs of the derived equations. Because beam stability
and beam deflection are concepts that civil engineers must inevitably deal with, I was able to take a
step closer to my desire of pursuing engineering. Also, these concepts are essential to civil engineers
in the field of infrastructure, which is where my interests lie.
Beam structures exist everywhere around us, not just in building construction but also in
cars, machine frames, and other mechanical and structural systems, making this research
particularly meaningful to me. While many tend to not pay attention to the specifics of building
structures, I learned how important it is to understand these concepts because they are complex,
and if not properly incorporated in construction, could lead to disastrous results.
This research could have been performed differently using other programs like MATLAB for
the complex calculations. Also, I would have liked to create 3D designs of different beams on
Autodesk Inventor or AutoCAD and 3D print the beams with a 3D printer to test out my calculations.
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In the future I wish to attempt to test out my calculations and determine whether they are consistent
with my real world results.
There are many other topics related to beam elasticity that are worth researching in the
future, including calculations of maximum bending moment, shear force, and deflection in different
end conditions. Because knowledge regarding beam elasticity is crucial for civil engineers, a
combination of research in these future research topics with those of this research paper will
definitely help me achieve a more comprehensive understanding of this topic. In university, I hope
to more formally learn other foundational concepts and theories, like fluid dynamics,
thermodynamics, mechanics, and modeling. Although there is such a variety of possible approaches,
I look forward to do more research on deflection in different end conditions so that I can apply my
Autodesk skills that I already have and move even further beyond what I already know.
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Cellular Automata and its Application to Enzymatic
Reactions Based on Existing Research
Jae Jun Ku and Carlos Alciuri
Seoul International School

ABSTRACT
In the present tutorial, a simulation of an enzymatic reaction is realized using a cellular
automaton (CA) programmed in the Matlab® environment. The simulation reproduces the results
of the Michaelis-Menten mechanism. This work is based upon the work published by Kier, Cheng,
Testa, and Carrupt (Journal of Molecular Graphics 14 (1996) 227–231). This model reproduces the
characteristics of enzymatic reactions and makes it possible to do in silico experiments and
predictions.

1. INTRODUCTION
In his 2002 best seller A New Kind of Science, noted computer scientist Stephen Wolfram
described the endless array of possibilities that could be derived through the use of cellular
automata, which he hailed as a “fundamentally new intellectual structure.” [1] Since then, extensive
progress has been made in this field, with scientists in areas as disparate as neuroscience to
computational physics using cellular automata systems to model scenarios in their respective fields.
The term “cellular automata” refers to a collection of discrete, colored cells placed on a grid
of specified dimensions. [1] The system is governed by a set of mathematical functions that dictate
whether an individual cellular automaton will update its state in the next generation or whether it
will remain unchanged, which depends entirely on the state of its neighboring cells. In the simplest
form of cellular automata modeling, there are 2 states that a cell can exist in- 0 and 1- where 0 is
commonly seen as “off” or “dead” while 1 is regarded as “on” or “alive”. In this fashion, the grid
evolves through a series of multiple generations, ultimately resulting in an observable pattern.
The concept of cellular automata was initially proposed by mathematicians Stanislaw Ulam
and John Von Neumann in the 1940’s- Ulam was designing a mathematical system to model the
growth of crystals, while Neumann focused his work on the idea of self-replication in robotics.
Following scientists did see the potential in this new technology, such as John Conway, who
programmed the famous “Conway’s Game of Life” in 1970- a 2-dimensional cellular automaton that
modeled patterns of a simple video game. However, it was not until 2002 with Wolfram’s A New
Kind of Science that a far-reaching and comprehensive study of cellular automata was published.[1]
In this groundbreaking book, Wolfram detailed the applications of cellular automata in fields that
extended beyond mathematical academia and into practically relevant areas of science such as
biology, physics, and cryptography.
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The study of cellular automata is important precisely because it has the potential to be
utilized in virtually any field of science that involves the modeling or discovery of patterns. In
biology, for example, the patterns of certain seashells or cephalopods are governed by patterns that
are a result of naturally occurring cellular automata; in neuroscience, neural networks in the brain
form in a similar fashion; in chemistry, the color patterns of specific chemical reactions (such as the
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction) follow simple 2-dimensional cellular automata models; in
population studies, cellular automata models can predict areas of growth and decline.
Moreover, as scientific and technological developments in the fields of biological
engineering, biostatistics, and computational biology continue to advance at an accelerating pace, it
is crucial that there exists a near-universal system of modeling that holds the crucial ability to
function based on the fundamental principles of complexity theory that underlie a vast portion of
research in biological and chemical engineering. In other words, given that so many processes in
nature- while seemingly disorganized and tending towards chaos- rise from a set of ordered rules,
it is entirely possible that comprehensive simulations of deeply complex patterns can be achieved
via cellular automata, especially in scientific disciplines studying particle interactions at a
submicroscopic level.
In this paper I will use the program MATLAB in order to stimulate a cellular automaton of
my own related to the kinematics of an enzymatic reaction. Traditionally the modeling of such a
reaction was accomplished using sets of differential equations to determine changes in different
variables in a graph that plotted concentration over time and using data analysis to measure these
specific changes. Here I aim to take a more modern (and more visual) approach to the modeling of
enzyme kinematics using the modeling system of cellular automata. My work will be primarily
based on the research conducted by Kier, Cheng, Testa, and Carrupt (Journal of Molecular Graphics
14 (1996) 227-231), who conducted extensive research on the reproduction of enzyme, substrate,
and surrounding entity changes during the course of an enzymatic reaction.

2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL CELLULAR AUTOMATA
The simplest cellular automata are one-dimensional, consisting of cells that exist in two
possible states: 0 (off) or 1 (on). In this model, a “neighborhood” of three cells is formed by a cell
and its two neighboring cells, resulting in 23 = 8 possible patterns for a single neighborhood. Figures
1 (a) to (c) illustrate the concept of a one-dimensional grid, an example one-dimensional cellular
automaton, and the neighborhood of a cell on a one-dimensional grid, respectively. [1]

Fig. 1(a): One-dimensional grid

Fig. 1(b): An example of a one-dimensional cellular automaton
neighborhood of cell i

cell i
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Fig. 1(c): The neighborhood of a cell on a one-dimensional grid

For each pattern, a specific rule determines whether a cell will be a 0 or a 1 in the next
generation. In a grid composed of 8 cells, there are 28 = 256 possible rules that can govern the
behavior of the grid. A conventional naming system for these rules is the Wolfram code. Developed
by Stephen Wolfram, this convention assigns a number from 0-255 to each rule. [1]
Consider the following patterns and rule set:

It should be observed the patterns on the first row are the 8 possible patterns of a 3 bit binary
number and the bottom row are the rules associated with each pattern: the arrows indicate a
pattern and its associated rule. Converting the rule (bottom row) of the binary sequence 01011010
into decimal gives number 90 – therefore, by convention, this is Rule 90. The computation of
generation 1 from generation 0 for a standard Wolfram model (a cellular automaton with the
starting generation, generation 0, having all cells with states 0 except the middle cell) using this rule
set is illustrated in Figure 2. [1]

Fig 2: The application of Rule 90 to obtain a successive generation from the previous one.

Moreover, if we were to color a cell in which state 0 is represented by white and state 1 by
black, Rule 90 could be represented as in Figure 3. [1]

Fig. 3: A representation of the different possible time step results for Rule 90.

2.1 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Cells that are at the edges (that is, with no neighbor to the left or right) can be governed by
any of the following boundary conditions: [1]
a.

Define edge cells to always have constant values (0 or 1)

b.

Define edge cells to be considered wrapped around, often referred to as a periodic
boundary condition (i.e. the right-most cells are treated left neighbors of the left-
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most cells, and the left-most cells are treated as the right neighbors of the right-most
cells)
c.

Define separate rules for the edge cells – for example, all cells not within the grid can
be assumed to be in state 0, also referred to as a zero-boundary condition.

Stacking every new generation under the previous generation, Figure 4 (a) – (c) shows the
simulation of Rules 30, 90 and 110 using MATLAB. [1]

Fig. 4(a): The first 30 generations of Rule 30 starting with a standard Wolfram model

Fig. 4(b): The first 30 generations of Rule 90 starting with a standard Wolfram model
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Fig. 4(c) The first 30 generations of Rule 110 starting with a standard Wolfram model

3. TWO-DIMENSIONAL CELLULAR AUTOMATA
For two-dimensional cellular automata with each cell having only two possible states, a
neighborhood of nine cells is formed by a cell and its eight neighbors. Thus, there are 29 = 512
possible patterns for a neighborhood. Each of these patterns can also be associated with a rule to
÷
determine whether a cell will be a 0 or a 1 in the next generation and, consequently, there are 2‹ ≅
1.34078×10Šù‘ possible rules. The example in Figure 5 illustrates the concept of two-dimensional
grid and the neighborhood of a cell on it. The definition of a neighborhood given in here is a type of
what is known as Moore neighborhood (of range 1, in particular), but other definitions of a
neighborhood exist. [1]
0
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cell i

neighborhood of cell i

Fig. 5: An example of two-dimensional grid and the neighborhood of a cell.

3. CELLULAR AUTOMATA FOR MODELING ENZYME KINETICS
Enzymes are catalysts that participate in most essential chemical transformations that occur
in living organisms. They participate in processes that are involved in energy transfer and
construction of structural materials. The rates of enzyme-catalyzed reactions have been determined
from physical and chemical measurements of the concentrations of substrates and products as a
function of time. These determinations allowed for the construction of kinetic models that includes
intermediate complexes of ingredients with the enzyme. One important example is the MichaelisMenten model [2-5]. This model postulates a mechanism for the enzymatic catalysis, including an
intermediate enzyme-substrate complex where the substrate gives the product:
E + S ⇄ ES → EP ⇄ E + P
Eq. 1
Where E is the Enzyme, S the substrate, P the product, and ES and EP are complexes. The
traditional way to model the changes of concentrations vs. time is with sets of differential equations,
which may be solved by several graphical or analytical procedures [2-4]. A list of references is found
in Wikipedia for the applications of the Michaelis-Menten kinetics to biological systems [4]. A more
modern approach is to model the enzymatic processes using Cellular Automata (CA). This study is
based upon the research published by Kier and co-workers who have done extensive work on the
simulation of chemical systems with cellular automata. The original research was published in 1996
[5], with a more extensive explanation of the details given in 2005 [6].
Cellular automata have been designed for modeling enzymatic processes [5,6, 16-18]. Thus,
Kier, Cheng, Testa, and Carrupt [5] proposed a model for enzymatic reactions, based on
asynchronous cellular automata. Later, Kier, Seybold, and Cheng, gave more detailed explanation of
the method [6]. Wishart et al. [16] proposed an approach called Dynamic Cellular Automata (DCA)
to model diffusion, viscous drag, enzyme rate processes, metabolism, and genetic circuits. Kier,
Bonchev and Buck demonstrated the potential of CA for modeling biological networks [17]. Kier,
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Cheng, and Testa discussed the application of asynchronous, stochastic cellular automata to model
processes in water and solutions [18].
In this work, based upon [5] and [6] a CA is generated as an array of size height*width, where
height = 110, width = 110. Thus, the cellular automata consist of 12100 cells in a square grid. The
cells change one at a time, in random order. Each cell is occupied by one the following: an enzyme
molecule (A), a substrate molecule (B), a product molecule (C), a water molecule (D), or be empty
(a cavity, E). A, B, C, and D will be called “ingredients”. In this work, cellular automata are numerical
arrays in Matlab®, where A, B, C, D, and E are represented by 1, 2, 3, 4, and 0, respectively. About
31% of the cells are defined as cavities. An ingredient will interact with the cells in its “extended
Neumann neighborhood”. This neighborhood is shown in Figure 6:
5
1
8

4

2

6

3
7
Fig. 6 The extended Neumann neighborhood. The center cell interacts with 8 neighbors, of which 4 are in direct contact.

RULES OF CHANGE
The changes in the cellular automaton will be regulated by transition rules and movement
rules. These are applied in sequence to all the cells, in a random order that is different at every step.
The ingredients may move to an adjacent empty cell (a cavity). In this work, two types of rule are
considered, transition rules and movement rules [6]:

TRANSITION RULES
In this work, the probability of a reaction like A + B → C + D, when A and B are in contact, is
designated as Pr_AB_AC. The probability varies between 0 and 1.

MOVEMENT RULES
The free-moving probability Pm_X defines the probability of moving ingredient X to one
unoccupied, adjacent cell in its von Neumann neighborhood. This probability is generally set to 1.
The first interaction parameter is the joining parameter J. J_(XY) defines the tendency of an
ingredient X to move towards or away from another ingredient B, when the two are separated by
an empty cell. When J = 1, X has the same probability of moving towards or away from Y as when Y
is not present. When J > 1, X has a greater probability of moving towards B. When 0 < J < 1, X has a
lower probability of moving towards Y, as if there were repulsion. When J = 0, ingredient X cannot
move towards Y at all.
The second interaction parameter is the breaking probability Pb. It gives the probability
Pb_XY that an ingredient X breaks away from an adjacent ingredient X. Pb varies between 0 and 1.
It gives a measure of the “attraction” or “affinity” between two ingredients. When X is surrounded
by two Y’s, then the probability of X breaking away is Pb_XY*Pb_XY. If X is surrounded by three Y’s,
then the probability is Pb_XY*Pb_XY*Pb_XY. In the case X is surrounded by four Y’s, X cannot move.
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PARAMETERS FOR THE SIMULATION
The following parameters are considered, and their values are set in the Script:
cyc: Number of steps. In each step, all cells are evaluated and some are moved or modified.
iter: Number of times cyc repeats.
height: Number of rows of the array
width: Number of columns of the array
numA: Number of enzyme molecules
numB: Number of substrate molecules
numC: Number of product molecules
numD: Number of water molecules
numE: Number of cavities
Pm_A: Probability of moving A, usually set to 1.
Pm_B: Probability of moving B, usually set to 1.
Pm_C: Probability of moving C, usually set to 1.
Pb_DD: Probability of breaking (separating) water molecules.
J_DD =Joining parameter for the water molecules.
Pb_DB: Breaking probability of water-substrate molecules.
J_DB: Joining parameter for water-substrate molecules.
Pb_DC: Breaking probability of water-product molecules
J_DC: Joining parameter for water-substrate molecules.
Pb_AB: Breaking probability for enzyme-substrate molecules.
J_AB: Joining parameter for enzyme-substrate molecules
Pb_AC: Breaking probability for enzyme-product molecules
J_AC: Joining parameter for enzyme-product molecules.
Pr_AB_AC: Probability of an AB pair of cells changing to AC pair of cells
Pr_AC_AB: Probability of an AC pair of cells changing to AB pair of cell
The affinities of one ingredient for another, can be related to the “breaking” parameters.
Thus, a low value for Pb_AB means a high affinity between A and B, giving a higher chance of
transforming into C. Also, a low value of Pb_DB means a high affinity of the substrate for water,
making it less likely that enzyme-substrate complex is formed.
The following results were obtained running the Script under the conditions: cyc = 80; iter=
100; height = 110; width = 110; numA = 50; numB = 1000; numC = 0; numD = 6850; numE =
4200; Pm_A = 1.0; Pm_B = 1.0; Pm_C = 1.0; Pb_DD = 0.375; J_DD = 1.1; Pb_DB = 0.75; J_DB = 0.3;
Pb_DC = 0.75; J_DC = 0.3; Pb_AB = 0.75; J_AB = 0.3; Pb_AC = 0.75; J_AC = 0.3; Pr_AB_AC = 0.1;
Pr_AC_AB = 0 (see [5, 6]).
It is important to remark that Pr_AC_AB = 0 means that the reaction AB → AC is irreversible.
Also, in this example, the breaking probabilities: Pb_DB = 0.75 (water-susbstrate), Pb_DC = 0.75
(water-product), Pb_AB = 0.75 (enzyme-substrate), and Pb_AC = 0.75 (enzyme-product), point to
a low affinity for these pairs of ingredients. This models permit to find the effect of changing
affinities on the amounts of products and intermediates. See Table 3 of [4], where the affinities are
indicated by – or +. Thus, our example corresponds to W-S -, W-P -, E-S – and E-P – (run 16 of Table
3 of [5]).
The program gives a matrix INGRED that contains, in each row, the number of cells
(molecules) of: enzyme, substrate, product, water, cavities, enzyme-substrate, and enzyme-product.
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The second and third columns give the total number of substrate and product molecules,
respectively. The rows represent time steps. The results are the average of 100 repetitions. The
conditions are steady-state. Also, matrices of size height*width give a “map” of the molecules
distribution.
Figure 7 shows an example of the distribution of ingredients in the cellular automaton after
80 steps:
final
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Fig 7. The cellular automaton, after 80 steps. Enzyme, red; substrate, blue; product, yellow; light blue, water; and cavity, white.
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Fig.8: Number of product molecules vs. time steps.
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Fig. 9: Number of enzyme-substrate complexes vs. time steps.
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Fig. 10: Number of enzyme-product complexes vs. time steps.

It can be seen that the number of product cells is similar to that shown in Table 3 of [5],
although the exact values of the parameters seem not to be given in the paper. Thus, an exact
reproduction of the results given in [5] is not possible.
The data for the Michaelis-Menten mechanism is frequently analyzed with a LineweaverBurk plot [5]. Thus, following [5], the plot was done for a limited number of examples. Thus, the
following table was obtained changing the values of the initial number of substrate molecules,
keeping the proportion of cavities constant [5]. The initial concentration of substrate molecules (S0)
was calculated as the number of substrate molecules divided by the total number of cells, and the
initial velocity as product molecules/time at 80 steps (V0) [5].
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Table 1. Parameters for the Lineweaver-Burk plot.
Initial Substrate Number of P
S0
V0
1000
119,6667 0,08264463 1,49583375
1500
167,3333 0,12396694 2,09166625
2000
213,3333 0,16528926 2,66666625
2500
279,6667 0,20661157 3,49583375

1/S0
12,10
8,07
6,05
4,84

1/V0
0,669
0,478
0,375
0,286

Table 1: Parameters for the Lineweaver-Burk plot
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Fig. 11: Lineweaver-Burk plot for the data in Table 1.

The plot gives a good fitting for the straight line. The equation is 1/V0 = a0 + a1*(1/S0), with
a0 = 0.0522 and a1 = 0.0515. The value of a0 is similar to b (in Table 2 of [3]). (The value a in Table
2 of [5], corresponding to a1 here, does not make any sense considering their data in Table 1). From
these values, we calculate, using the “equilibrium” approximation [4]:
Vmax = 1/a0 = 9.1486
Eq. 2
Where Vmax is the maximum value possible for the reaction (when all the enzyme molecules
are linked to a substrate molecule).
Km = a1/a0 = 0.9858
Eq. 3
Where Km is the Michaelis-Menten constant (equal to the concentration of substrate when
the velocity is equal to half Vmax).
kcat = Vmax/E0 = 0.3830 Eq. 4
Where kcat is first-order rate constant for the transformation ES → EP.

4. RESULTS OF SOME SIMULATIONS
Table 2 shows the results of some simulations. The order in the number of product molecules
at 80 time steps is the same as in [5]. However, the numbers are not the same as ref. [5] does not
give the values of the “breaking” parameters modified neither details about the other parameters
involved.
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Table 2. Some results with different affinities. 80 steps, 100 iterations.
Ref. 4,
Pb_DB,
Pb_DC,
Pb_AB,
Pb_AC,
Product EnzymeTable 3 (affinity) (affinity) (affinity) (affinity) at 80
Substrate
Run No.
steps
at 80
steps
13
0.75 (-)
0.75 (-)
0.30 (+) 0.75 (-)
154.8
10.8
16
0.75 (-)
0.75 (-)
0.75 (-)
0.75 (-)
112.5
8.4
4
0.30 (+) 0.30 (+) 0.75 (-)
0.30 (+) 62.64
5.74
A enzyme; B substrate; C product; D water.

EnzymeProduct
at 80
steps
16.2
12.0
16.5

Table 2: Some results with different affinities. 80 steps, 100 interations.

The rows are in decreasing order of product molecules number; the highest appears when
there is a strong affinity for the enzyme-substrate complex and a low affinity of water for the
substrate. The lowest, when there is a low affinity of the enzyme for the substrate and a high affinity
of water for the substrate. This may be interpreted as a tendency for higher rates for lipophilic
substrates [5].

5. FINAL REMARKS
This model permits experimentation with a number of variables and to calculate kinetic
parameters. Based on the initial data from simulations, the model seems to be consistent with the
previous literature that dealt with modeling enzyme kinematics. The procedure used here
(Lineweaber-Burk plots with initial rates) has been widely used. However, the next steps would be
to perform quantitative analysis using non-linear regression (see [4] and references included). Also,
this model may be modified to include the influence of inhibitors.
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APPENDIX
MATLAB PROGRAMS
SCRIPT “CA_ENZYMATIC_SIMULATION_KIER_CHENG_TESTA.M”
%Script for a CA for modeling enzymatic reactions
%Kier, Cheng, Testa J. Mol. Graph. 1996, 14, 227-232.
%Kier, Seybold, Cheng "Cellular Automata Modeling of Chemical Systems
%A textbook and laboratory manual" 2005 Springer.
% Grid 110x110 cells, torus.
% A Enzyme (1)
red
% B Substrate (2) blue
% C Product (3)
yellow
% D Water (4)
aquamarine
% E Cavity (0)
white
%Extended Neumann neighborhood, eight neighbors.
% 31% cavity complement is always maintained...
clear all
tic
cyc = 80; %Number of steps...
iter= 1; %Number of times cyc repeats...
height = 110; % Number of rows...
width = 110; % Number of columns...
numA = 50;
numB = 1000;
numC = 0;
numD = 6850;
numE = 4200; % (31% ???)
Pm_A = 1.0; % Probability of moving A
Pm_B = 1.0; % Probability of moving B
Pm_C = 1.0; % Probability of moving C
Pb_DD = 0.375; %Simulates water at body temperature
J_DD = 1.1; % Joining parameter...
Pb_DB = 0.75; % Breaking probability
J_DB = 0.3; % Joining parameter...
Pb_DC = 0.75; % Breaking probability
J_DC = 0.3; % Joining parameter...
Pb_AB = 0.3; % Breaking probability
J_AB = 0.3; % Joining parameter...
Pb_AC = 0.75; % Breaking probability
J_AC = 0.3; % Joining parameter...
Pr_AB_AC = 0.1; % Probability of an AB pair of cells changing to AC pair of cells
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Pr_AC_AB = 0; % Probability of an AC pair of cells changing to AB pair of cells
[AAinitial, AAfinal, INGRED] = Kier_Cheng_Testa_model_(height, width, cyc, iter, numA, numB,
numC, numD, numE, Pm_A, Pm_B, Pm_C, Pb_DD, J_DD, Pb_DB, J_DB, Pb_DC, J_DC, Pb_AB, J_AB,
Pb_AC, J_AC, Pr_AB_AC, Pr_AC_AB);
time = toc
save results

FUNCTION “KIER_CHENG_TESTA_MODEL_M”
function [AAinitial, AAfinal, INGRED] = Kier_Cheng_Testa_model_(height, width, cyc, iter, numA,
numB, numC, numD, numE, Pm_A, Pm_B, Pm_C, Pb_DD, J_DD, Pb_DB, J_DB, Pb_DC, J_DC, Pb_AB,
J_AB, Pb_AC, J_AC, Pr_AB_AC, Pr_AC_AB)
totalcells = height*width;
%Calculations with the Kier, Cheng and Testa model...
INGRED = zeros(cyc + 1, 7); %Matrix with the number of each of the different cells at each step...
%Initial count...
for r = 1:iter
AA = initial_(height, width, numA, numB, numC, numD, numE);
AAinitial = AA;
INGRED(1, :) = INGRED(1, :) + counter_(AA);
for q = 1:cyc
bu = randperm(totalcells);
for ind2 = 1:totalcells
ind = bu(ind2);
[n, p] = ind2sub([height width], ind);
AA = rules_(AA, n, p, Pm_A, Pm_B, Pm_C, Pb_DD, J_DD, Pb_DB, J_DB, Pb_DC, J_DC, Pb_AB, J_AB,
Pb_AC, J_AC, Pr_AB_AC, Pr_AC_AB);
end
INGRED(q + 1, :) = INGRED(q + 1, :) + counter_(AA);
end
end
INGRED = INGRED/iter;
AAfinal = AA;
etiq = 'final';
graf2_(AAfinal, etiq)
x = 0:cyc;
figure('Name', 'Product')
plot(x, INGRED(:, 3), 'ko')
xlabel('Steps'), ylabel('Product')
grid on
figure('Name', 'Enzyme-Substrate')
plot(x, INGRED(:, 6), 'rs')
xlabel('Steps'), ylabel('Substrate')
grid on
figure('Name', 'Enzyme-Product')
plot(x, INGRED(:, 7), 'bs')
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xlabel('Steps'), ylabel('Product')
grid on
return

FUNCTION “COUNTER_.M”
function numingredients = counter_(AA)
%Counts the number of molecules of each ingredient
%num1 enzyme, num2 substrate, num3 product, num4 water, num0 cavities,
%count12 enzyme-substrate, count13 enzyme-product
s = size(AA);
c1 = find(AA==1);
num1 = length(c1); %% A Enzyme
count12 = 0;
count13 = 0;
for q = 1:num1
[n,p] = ind2sub(s, c1(q));
[Ne, coord] = extended_Neumann_(AA, n, p);
if any(Ne(1:4)==2)
count12= count12+1;
end
if any(Ne(1:4)==3)
count13= count13+1;
end
end
c2 = find(AA==2);
num2 = length(c2); %B Substrate...
c3 = find(AA==3);
num3 = length(c3); % C Product
c4 = find(AA==4);
num4 = length(c4); % D Water
c0 = find(AA==0);
num0 = length(c0); % E Cavity
numingredients = [num1 num2 num3 num4 num0 count12 count13];
end

FUNCTION “RULES_.M”
function AA = rules_(AA, n, p, Pm_A, Pm_B, Pm_C, Pb_DD, J_DD, Pb_DB, J_DB, Pb_DC, J_DC, Pb_AB,
J_AB, Pb_AC, J_AC, Pr_AB_AC, Pr_AC_AB)
%Applies the rules for movements and reactions...
[Ne, coord] = extended_Neumann_(AA, n, p); %Neumann neighborhood...
center = AA( n, p);
if center == 0 % E Cavity
return
end
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if center == 4 % D Water Movement
if all(Ne(1:4))
return
elseif any(Ne(1:4)==0)
AA = pbD_(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pb_DB, Pb_DD, J_DD, J_DB, Pb_DC, J_DC);
end
end
if center == 1 % E Enzyme Movement
if all(Ne(1:4))
return
elseif any(Ne(1:4)==0)
AA = pmA_(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pm_A, Pb_AB, Pb_AC, J_AB, J_AC);
end
end
if center == 2 % B Substrate Reaction
[AA, ind] = prAB_AC_(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pr_AB_AC);
if ind == 1
return
end
end
if center == 2 % B Substrate Movement
if any(Ne(1:4)==0)
AA = pmB_(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pm_B, Pb_AB, Pb_DB);
end
end
if center == 3 % C Product reaction
[AA, ind] = prAC_AB(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pr_AC_AB);
if ind == 1
return
end
end
if center == 3 % C Product Movement
if any(Ne(1:4)==0)
AA = pmC_(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pm_C, Pb_AC);
end
end
return

FUNCTION “EXTENDED_NEUMANN_.M”
function [Neumann, coord] = extended_Neumann_(AA, n, p)
%Gives indices for the elements of the extended Neumann neighborhood...
%For squared bidimensional arrays...
[height, width] = size(AA);
coord = [n-1, p; n, p+1; n+1, p; n, p-1; n-2, p; n, p+2; n+2, p; n, p-2];
for s = 1:8 %linear index...
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if coord(s) < 1
coord(s) = height + coord(s);
elseif coord(s) > height
coord(s) = coord(s) - height;
end
end
for s = 9:16 %linear index...
if coord(s) < 1
coord(s) = width + coord(s);
elseif coord(s) > width
coord(s) = coord(s) - width;
end
end
Neumann = zeros(1, 8);
for q = 1:8
Neumann(q) = AA(coord(q, 1), coord(q, 2));
end
return
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FUNCTION “GRAF2_.M”
function graf2_(AA, etiq)
%Makes a map of the bidimensional array...
map = [0 0 0; ...
1 1 1;...
1 0 0;...
0 1 0;...
0 0 1;...
1 1 0;...
1 0 1;...
0 1 1;...
0.5 0.5 0.5;...
0.5 0 0;...
1 0.62 0.40;...
0.49 1 0.83];
[height, width] = size(AA);
Amod = zeros(size(AA));
for n = 1:width
for p = 1:height
if AA(n,p) == 1
Amod(n, p) = 3; %red, Enzyme
end
if AA(n,p) == 2
Amod(n, p) = 5; %blue, Substrate
end
if AA(n, p) == 3
Amod(n, p) = 6; %yellow, Product
end
if AA(n, p) == 4
Amod(n, p) = 12; %aquamarine, Water
end
if AA(n, p) == 0
Amod(n, p) = 2; %white, Cavity
end
end
end
figure
colormap(map)
image(Amod,'CDataMapping','direct')
axis image
title(etiq)
return
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FUNCTION “INITIAL_.M”
function AA = initial_(height, width, numA, numB, numC, numD, numE)
%Makes an array with the ingredients randomly distributed...
AA = zeros(height, width);
tot = height*width;
b = rand(1, tot);
c = [ones(1, numA) 2*ones(1, numB) 3*ones(1, numC) 4*ones(1, numD) 0*ones(1, numE)];
bc = [b; c];
bc = bc';
d = sortrows(bc, 1);
d = d(:, 2);
for n = 1:tot
AA(n) = d(n);
end
return

FUNCTION “PBD_.M”
function [AA] = pbD_(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pb_DB, Pb_DD, J_DD, J_DB, Pb_DC, J_DC)
%Calculates the probability and moves the water molecule...
if all(Ne(1:4))
return
end
[site, buf] = selectsitecav_(Ne, coord);
Prob = 1;
for q = 1:4
if Ne(q) == 2
Prob = Prob*Pb_DB;
elseif Ne(q) == 3
Prob = Prob*Pb_DC;
elseif Ne(q) == 4
Prob = Prob*Pb_DD;
end
end
if Ne(buf + 4) == 4
Prob = Prob*J_DD;
elseif Ne(buf + 4) == 3
Prob = Prob*J_DC;
elseif Ne(buf + 4) == 2
Prob = Prob*J_DB;
end
c = rand;
if c < Prob %Condition for breaking the bond of the water molecule...
AA(site(1), site(2)) = 4; AA(n, p) = 0;
%disp('moving water molecule')
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end
return

FUNCTION “PMA_.M”
function [AA] = pmA_(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pm_A, Pb_AB, Pb_AC, J_AB, J_AC)
%Calculates the probability and moves the enzyme molecule...
if all(Ne(1:4))
return
end
[site, buf] = selectsitecav_(Ne, coord);
Prob = Pm_A;
for q = 1:4
if Ne(q) == 2
Prob = Prob*Pb_AB;
elseif Ne(q) == 3
Prob = Prob*Pb_AC;
end
end
if Ne(buf + 4) == 3
Prob = Prob*J_AC;
elseif Ne(buf + 4) == 2
Prob = Prob*J_AB;
end
c = rand;
if c < Prob %Condition for moving the enzyme molecules...
AA(site(1), site(2)) = 1; AA(n, p) = 0;
%disp('moving enzyme molecule')
end
return

FUNCTION “PMB_.M”
function [AA] = pmB_(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pm_B, Pb_AB, Pb_DB)
%Calculates the probability and moves the substrate molecule...
site = selectsitecav_(Ne, coord);
Prob = Pm_B;
for q = 1:4
if Ne(q) == 1
Prob = Prob*Pb_AB;
elseif Ne(q) == 4
Prob = Prob*Pb_DB;
end
end
c = rand;
if c < Prob %Condition for moving the substrate molecules...
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AA(site(1), site(2)) = 2; AA(n, p) = 0;
end
return

FUNCTION “PMC_.M”
function [AA] = pmC_(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pm_C, Pb_AC)
%Calculates the probability of moving the substrate molecule...
if all(Ne(1:4))
return
end
site = selectsitecav_(Ne, coord);
Prob = Pm_C;
for q = 1:4
if Ne(q) == 1
Prob = Prob*Pb_AC;
end
end
c = rand;
if c < Prob %Condition for moving the product molecules...
AA(site(1), site(2)) = 3; AA(n, p) = 0;
%disp('moving product molecule')
end
return

FUNCTION “PRAB_AC_.M”
function [AA, ind] = prAB_AC_(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pr_AB_AC)
%Calculates the probability of the reaction...
ind = 0;
if any(Ne(1:4) == 1)
c = rand;
if c < Pr_AB_AC %Condition for the reaction of AB giving AC...
AA(n, p) = 3;
ind = 1;
end
end
return

FUNCTION “PRAC_AB_.M”
function [AA, ind] = prAC_AB_(AA, n, p, Ne, coord, Pr_AC_AB)
%Calculates the probability of the reaction...
ind = 0;
if any(Ne(1:4) == 1)
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c = rand;
if c < Pr_AC_AB %Condition for the reaction of AC giving AB...
AA(n, p) = 3;
ind = 1;
end
end
return

FUNCTION “SELECTSITECAV_.M”
function [site, buf] = selectsitecav_(Ne, coord)
%Selects a site for moving...
pos = (Ne(1:4) == 0);
ind = find(pos);
b = randperm(length(ind));
buf = ind(b(1));
site = coord(buf, :);
return
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A Study of Blockchain Technology in Facilitating
Lending Services with Distributed Risk Aversion
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ABSTRACT
Blockchain technology first gained attention in industrial world due to its link with Bitcoin
cryptocurrency, initially hiding its true potential behind the success of Bitcoin. Today, various
industries are looking at blockchain technology as a highly viable technology for service provision
in various industries, most notably in case of finance industry. The potential of blockchain
technology is very significant in the financial industry and accordingly, even banks and financial
institutions are also looking to integrate blockchain technology in existing banking infrastructure.
An industry forecast suggests that blockchain technology adoption alone will save financial
institution about $20 billion annually in infrastructure costs by year 2022 (Santander InnoVentures,
2015). However, consumer lending firms are still not keen on adoption of blockchain technology.
Despite the uncertainties of the market and interest in blockchain technology, blockchain platforms
are getting developed that attempt to offer a consumer-level lending service in a more robust and
fiscally beneficial architecture while keeping risk low due to distributed architecture of blockchain
technology. This research study makes a conceptual and theoretical assessment of the potential of
blockchain technology in facilitating mass scale consumer-grade lending services.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, triggered by the emergence of Bitcoin, the world underwent one of the
biggest technological revolutions to date, marking the start of the age of cryptocurrency. Bitcoin
was the very first decentralized digital currency, introducing the world to blockchain technology, a
publicly accessible distributed ledger which unlocked the possibility of the peer-to-peer transfer of
currency information. Whilst the initial, resounding success of bitcoin was extremely surprising, it
also undermined the initial exposure of blockchain, the very technology that allows
cryptocurrencies to exist. However, in recent years, blockchain’s potential has caught the attention
of tech companies and entrepreneurs. Big businesses are adopting the blockchain technology and
its distributed network to power their revolutionary ideas (Lemieux, 2016). By utilizing blockchain
in creating crypto-currencies such as Bitcoin, the finance industry has been the earliest and most
prominent pioneers to adopt the use the blockchain technology.
Following the emergence of blockchain, the technology also underwent scrutiny by the
academic community. With the widespread use of blockchain technology in finance and other
relevant industries, it became important to perform research studies in order to understand the
effectiveness and capabilities of blockchain technology in various areas of financial services. In this
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paper, the potential of blockchain technology would be evaluated for use as a decentralized network
of lending services with distributed risk aversion potential. So far, large scale lending services have
always retained either a centralized form like a banking institution or in a one-to-one manner, both
approaches of lending having their specific issues – either high fee or high risk (Yli-Huumo, Ko, Choi,
Park, & Smolander, 2016). With the use of blockchain technology, a network can be created that has
decentralized structure of lending services with all data and contracts transparent and publicly
accessible.

2. INTRODUCTION TO BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Blockchain was designed by the inventor of Bitcoin as the technology that Bitcoin runs on, a
distributed and public ledger system that keeps records of all transactions digitally stored and
accessible (Hoffman, 2017). The sheer popularity of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies has resulted
in bringing blockchain as a mainstream technology in recent years.
The technology of blockchain works on the principle idea that was already proven effective
with the Git version control approach i.e. Merkle tree approach (Hoffman, 2017). The principle
behind blockchain technology is distributing the data across a large number of independent nodes
allows the system to maintain a complete and thorough record that is tamper proof. With blockchain
technology, the system, once launched, becomes a completely distributed system serving as a
database that is not controlled by a centralized entity. Instead, all the decisions and changes to the
system are also made through consensus of the existing users, about the way data should get
included in the blockchain as well as the rules of verifying data in the blockchain (Laurence, 2017).
Any new data is added to the blockchain in blocks (each block containing a number of different
individual transaction details) and each transaction is added to the blockchain in the precise order
of happening in the real-world.

Figure 1 - A typical structure of blockchain (Hong, Wang, Cai, & Leung, 2017)
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The underlying technology of blockchain uses the Merkle tree approach that is on the basis
of hashing algorithm and has a greater hashing capability to account for high scalability (Tapscott
& Tapscott, 2016).
Blockchain provides a number of key advantages that make it very useful and suitable for a
large number of different applications across different industries. With the hashing mechanism,
every transaction is verified and can be checked at a later date for consistency, accuracy, and validity
(Mougayar, 2016). The system of blockchain is tamper proof as it keeps all the data stored in a
public ledger and this blockchain is distributed, making tampering with data feasibly impossible.
Due to large ripples created by Bitcoin, the very first prominent use of blockchain was limited
to creating cryptocurrencies that would try to replicate Bitcoin’s success. However, since then,
blockchain has become more popular than ever before as a standalone technology and there seems
to be a great deal of potential in the use of blockchain for many other financial services. For instance,
Nasdaq OMX is making efforts to find out the usefulness of blockchain to facilitate stock trading on
a large scale (NASDAQ, 2017). A major e-retail company, Overstock has recently issued the digital
bonds of the company using blockchain technology (Metz, 2016). The potential of blockchain is not
limited on just the use case of the financial industry as many other digital industries are also finding
value in the use of blockchain to create distributed services. For example, the State of Virginia in
United States has attempted piloting a blockchain based voting system to make the voting process
more secure and transparent (Chalfant, 2018). IBM and Samsung both joined forces in a joint
venture to showcase a proof of concept that revealed that the blockchain can be used very effectively
to power the internet of things (IoT) (Dickson, 2016).
It is already clear that blockchain is a dominant new technology that is certain to have major
implications for a wide variety of different industries. At this time, blockchain technology is
essentially still in its infancy with most industries only conducting pilot projects to identify the true
potential and capabilities of adopting the blockchain system over traditional systems. However,
major investments are being made signifying potential of blockchain, for example, China is investing
1.6 billion dollars into its domestic blockchain industry (Castor, 2018).

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
Bitcoin was first launched by the pseudo-identity Satoshi Nakamoto in January of 2009,
which became one of the biggest trends in the global economy. With the popularity of bitcoin, the
awareness increased for the underlying technology of Bitcoin as well, which is blockchain (Moran,
2017). As such, Bitcoin’s sheer popularity led researchers to explore the potential application of
blockchain’s technology, the underlying technology behind Bitcoin’s success. In fact, the number of
research studies focusing on blockchain technology has only increased since its inception.
One of the areas the Blockchain technology shows the most promise is within the financial
industry, probably due to the scalability it successfully demonstrated with the Bitcoin
cryptocurrency. Mainelli and Smith (2015) suggest that the blockchain, or the principle of mutual
distributed ledgers (MDLs) behind it, have the capability of changing the way businesses and even
individuals manage financial transactions, identity in financial deals, and sharing of lending
information. According to these researchers, the blockchain is capable of creating a public,
electronic record of all transactions taking place with no central ownership of the MDL. As this data
would be available globally in a database structure that is tamperproof and verifiable for each
transaction belonging to each individual, financial firms can check the financial records of anyone
in a robust and cost-effective manner. As part of this study, these researchers assert the findings of
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InterChainZ consortium and argue that the project resulted in a number of different types of
distributed ledger configurations, showing blockchain’s great potential application within the
financial service industry. In fact, the researchers have concluded that a well-designed and
configured MDL may have the potential of significantly enhancing the way financial services
operate, including KYC (know your customer), credit services, and even anti-money laundering
services.
Considering the high compatibility the blockchain technology has with the financial service
industry, advocates of blockchain technology suggest that blockchain has the potential of being the
future of financial services. In fact, research supports these advocates’ rosy outlook on blockchain
technology, such as Trautman’s (2016) research study which sought to evaluate the possibility of
the digital distributed technology known as blockchain revolutionizing traditional financials
services. The study ultimately found that blockchain technology is indeed disruptive, driving
innovation and providing a more cost-effective yet reliable method to facilitate financial services to
the customers. However, the researcher also cautions that blockchain may not provide a solution
that can be applied to all scenarios. In fact, he suggests that even with the blockchain method, the
decision and rules are still likely to remain within the control of the financial institution.
As various different industries have realized the potential and different use-cases of
blockchain technology, the use of this technology is growing due to a higher interest in use of
blockchain as a secure, verifiable, and cost-effective alternative to traditional storage methods.
Underwood (2016) studied the technology of blockchain along with the latest trends in blockchain
use in the financial industry. According to them, blockchain technology is very often used as a
buzzword but in case of financial services, it provides a much needed transparency and verifiability
that is inherently needed in banking services, lending services, and many other financial industry
segments. As blockchain technology creates a public distributed ledger of all transactions, every
transaction would be verifiable and therefore, a more trustable foundation can be established
between customers and the financial institutions. While blockchain has gained some of its
popularity due to use of it in highly large scale services such as Bitcoin, researchers in this study
further argued that it can also fit well to the needs of small and medium scale businesses as well.
They finally conclude that blockchain will inevitably change the way financial businesses operate
and will re-shape the industry to some extent in near future.

4. USE OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY IN LENDING SERVICES
Considering the finance service’s involvement with the blockchain technology, there
naturally are some big companies piloting plans to apply blockchain for retail banking and stock
trading. However, the use of blockchain technology in lending services has already begun from small
and medium enterprises. Start-up companies like ETHLend are offering blockchain based lending
platforms where lenders and borrowers can come together and form a smart contract without
having to go through a traditional route of bank or a middleman (Sessa, 2018). This lending process
used by ETHLend is shown in figure 2 drawn below. In pursuit of a blockchain based consumer
lending service, the most important technology is to use smart contracts (Christidis & Devetsikiotis,
2016).
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Figure 2 - the lending process adopted by ETHLend (Sessa, 2018)

4.1 SMART CONTRACTS
While the concept of a smart contract has existed for a couple of decades now, its popularity
only increased and gained a mainstream attention in recent years with the rise in popularity of
blockchain technology (Christidis & Devetsikiotis, 2016). A smart contract has the same purpose as
a general contract or just a physical agreement. The difference with a smart contract is that it is
completely digital and is designed in a way that eliminates possibility of tampering with the contract
or making changes to it without any trace or without approval from all parties involved in the
contract (Peters & Panayi, 2016). The reason smart contracts are becoming more popular in present
time with the growing popularity of blockchain technology is that now smart contracts are very
suitable for storage in blockchain and therefore, the smart contract remains stored in a publicly
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accessible, transparent, and tamper-proof arrangement (Kobsa, Miller, Shi, Wen, & Papamanthou,
2016).

4.2 THE ADVANTAGES OF LENDING SERVICES USING BLOCKCHAIN OVER
TRADITIONAL LENDING SERVICES
Start-up companies are using blockchain technology to provide more customized and
profitable lending services to the lenders and borrower. In this kind of service architecture, the
provisions are made to the lender and borrower to come to terms of the agreement in a mutually
agreeable way through communication and then develop a smart contract, which is then stored in
a blockchain for later stage verification and record-keeping with no possibility of tampering
(Christidis & Devetsikiotis, 2016). This kind of service using blockchain and smart contract
technology has the potential of revolutionizing the lending industry segment of the finance industry
as it provides three key advantages over the traditional lending services from banks and financial
institutions. These advantages include the following:
•

Trust: borrowers and lenders usually go to banks and other financial institutions for the
primary reason of trust, as they can put their trust in services of a bank, but it is difficult to
develop trust on an unknown party for lending purposes. Using smart contracts that are
stored in the blockchain, trust can be developed as all the conditions of the loan along with
collateral locked for the loan purpose is stored in the smart contract accessible in the public
domain (Lemieux, 2016).

•

Transparency: as all smart contracts are stored in blockchain, the information and access to
the information is transparent and known to all. All the data and details can be verified
reliably and both parties in the lending process have transparent observation of the data
and contract details.

•

No middleman: the method of using blockchain technology for consumer lending services
makes it possible to completely eliminate a middleman and therefore, the process becomes
more hassle-free and cheaper as any transaction fee or middleman fee is avoided (Sessa,
2018).

5. BARRIERS TO ADOPTION OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY IN CONSUMER
LENDING SERVICES
Although blockchain technology has only been brought out due to the overwhelming success
of bitcoin, it is clear that with the research conducted on blockchain, its applications are not just
limited to crypto-currency. However, due to the relatively new introduction of this technology along
with some infrastructural decisions, there are still barriers in place that hinder the application of
blockchain technology in consumer lending services. Some of these most prominent blockchain
related barriers include the following -
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•

Issue of legacy computing infrastructure: big enterprises in the finance industry often
purchase computing devices worth millions of dollars with the expectation of reaping
productivity from these resources. Blockchain computing takes the computing processes
away from local computing systems to distributed systems. Businesses that have invested
significantly in purchase of computing resources stay wary of adopting blockchain as it is
still new and unproven in many use-cases and these businesses do not want to waste the
investments made in legacy computing architecture (Mougayar, 2016).

•

Energy consumption issue: blockchain technology has distributed computing and data
storage at the very core of it, which requires a large number of computer systems to parse
the data and contribute to development of blocks. These systems require running for a long
time, consuming a lot of energy. In case of cryptocurrencies using blockchain, these users,
providing processing power for block generating are incentivized in the cryptocurrency
issue (Dickson, 2016). For use of blockchain technology in the case of lending services, a
solution to the energy consumption issue needs to be resolved in an effective way.

•

Unproven track record: blockchain technology has so far only proven a history of successful
use in case of only cryptocurrency. Outside of that use-case, blockchain is still a new
technology and its uses in other industries have never passed the stage of pilot practices,
which in turn makes the risk-reward of bitcoin rather high. This may cause investors or
companies hesitate.

6. BENEFITS OF USING BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY IN CONSUMER LENDING
Despite all the promise and potential that the new technology of blockchain shows, none of
it is yet to be proven. However, the evolving nature of the technology, the basic infrastructure and
principles of blockchain all provide following benefits that can be useful in consumer lending
operations:
•

Verified identity: By applying blockchain to lending services, it is possible to make use of
verified identities of all the participants in the consumer lending process. The transparency
and accountability aspect of blockchain makes it possible to retain a more accurate and
tamper-proof database of customer identity along with reliable credit history, which is
currently handled by centralized private companies like Equifax, which are prone to
manual mistakes, confusion in identity, and hacking of data (Klein, 2017). A blockchain
based identity verification start-up service has already started in form of Civic, a start-up
company (Civic, 2018).

•

Low-dispute rate: one of the biggest issues faced in the consumer lending industry at this
time is the issue of disputes between the lender and borrower over the terms and
conditions of lending service (Samuel, 2016). This is the case with traditional lending
services due to undeclared transaction fee, changing expense ratio, and hidden fee. In
blockchain based lending service infrastructure, all the information need to be present on
the blockchain to be valid and as the blocks in blockchain are tamper-proof, the potential of
dispute is negligible. The way contracts can be formed in consumer lending using
blockchain can include smart contracts that make transactions and agreements more
secure and transparent (Kobsa, Miller, Shi, Wen, & Papamanthou, 2016).
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•

Enhanced efficiency: as a completely digital solution, a blockchain based lending service
would not require paperwork or the time-consuming verifications of identity and credit
history. If all of this information is stored within the blockchain system, the verification and
credit history check can be accomplished instantly, and the process of lending is
significantly enhanced with the terms and conditions finalized in fixed transparent terms.
This results in an improved lending experience for all parties.

•

User empowerment: as a distributed technology, adoption of blockchain technology takes
the control away from a centralized system to the users directly. All decisions and rule
changes in a blockchain based lending service would be made through consensus of all
users (Underwood, 2016), which empowers the users and ensures that the system would
benefit majority of the people at all times.

7. RISK AVERSION AND STREAMLINED LENDING
Blockchain, by nature, does not retain a centralized system or management team that
oversees all operations and makes decisions. All decisions and changes in rules are proposed and
then voted on through consensus (Trautman, 2016). This principle of decentralization unique to
blockchain technology can be further expanded upon in the lending service provision that is similar
to the offerings of ETHLend. If the lending process is distributed among its lender base, it is possible
to also minimize the risk by using the distributed systems for risk aversion.
The current scenario of lending services using blockchain technology follow the approach of
one-to-one lending, which is the case with ETHLend lending services (Sessa, 2018). In this case, a
lender and a borrower finalize their lending agreement on the platform using a smart contract,
which is then stored in the public blockchain for later validation and verification of terms and
conditions. The idea behind this approach is to take advantage of blockchain to retain trust in
provision of lending service as the contract can be accessed at any time without the risk of any
tampering, while eliminating the need to hire services of a centralized financial institution like bank
or a separate middleman (Trautman, 2016). Removing any middleman from the equation lowers
the transaction fee and creates a much more desirable pricing structure for both the lender and
borrower.
While the business model of one-to-one lending using blockchain technology and smart
contracts is useful, it still does not use the full potential that blockchain technology and smart
contracts has to offer. In a distributed lending service network, an enhanced lending architecture
can be developed in which a complete user-base can interact to lend money to borrowers. In this
many-to-one model, a borrower would first request for a loan at a preferred rate of interest. Then,
a group of lenders who agree to the rate of interest and other conditions can either fully or partially
fund the loan. If the technology of smart contracts is used in such a transaction, the potential of
dispute among multi-lenders is also eliminated and the whole process can function very seamlessly.
As the lending process with the many-to-one model develops, the risk of defaulters is averted to a
significant degree by distributing the risk thinly across the whole community of lenders.
Furthermore, such a model of lending using blockchain also provides flexibility to the lenders to
invest more freely as they do not necessarily need to have the exact amount that a borrower is
asking for. The remaining amount can be provided by other lenders in the distributed many-to-one
lending system.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
Blockchain technology is one of the most ground-breaking technological innovation in recent
years, with its potential having especially major implications within the financial industry. Through
the use of blockchain, i.e. the mutually distributed ledgers, it essentially allows for the conversion
of any large-scale transaction process into a low-cost and distributed information storage system.
In fact, many hold great expectations of blockchain technology; the high transparency, and
accountability in its various different applications are attractive to many. For all of these reasons,
blockchain as a technology is growing. With the finance industry pioneering the adoption of
blockchain technology, if successful, it will not take long before other industries follow the finance
industry’s example.
In this study, the case of lending financial services is evaluated to get deployed in alignment
with blockchain technology. It is clear that the transparency that blockchain offers is very appealing
as it eliminates the possibility of hidden charges or terms by employing smart contracts that are
publically accessible and unalterable. Additionally, once a platform of lending services is completed,
the ability to keep track of undisputable credit history of the participants along with the lending
transaction history of each borrower will be invaluable in helping the community to identify worthy
candidates. In the blockchain system, the rules and conditions of lending will get decided on the
basis of consensus and therefore, the risk of lending can be greatly minimized.
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